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•Mock rape trial

Mock rape trial brings harsh realities h
o

me to students

By Elizabeth Satterfield

Sharon Silberman-Hununels and
After the vote was tallied, the
Staff Writer
Defense Attorney Julio DeSanc- rape
scene was re-enacted by cast
tis.
memb
ers.The scene proved a rape
Students and residential staff
The case involved the charge had
occu
rred.
acted as jurors in a mock rape trial of
a 23—year—old female student,
A
discu
ssion followed the peras part ofthe Student Leaders Rape
"Samantha(Sam)Bishop" against form
ance
.
Audience members
Conference held Saturday at the a
former friend and fellow student,
spok
e
with
the
attorneys, Dwight
Union.
"Neal Crawford," of rape. Jurors Ride
out
assis
tant
vice-president
Sheri Cousins, coordinator of had
to decide upon the credibility and dean
of Student Services, Sue
the Peer Educator Program, intro- of
the witnesses from opening state- Estle
r from the Center for Student
duced the program saying it had
ments by the attorneys, written Affai
rs and Ellen Abel,a counselbeen planned since October but is stat
ements and verbal testimony or at Cutl
er Health Center.
now a timely event considering the duri
ng the case.
Many of the members of the
recent reports of rape involving
The case involved information "jur
y" who voted not guilty said
University of Maine students.
about the appearance ofthe victim, they
did not feel there was enough
The trial was a condensed ver- her
behavior and the alcohol con- informat
ion to prove beyond a reasion of a rape trial that would nor- sump
tion of both parties which sonable
doubt Crawford was guilty.
mally take three to four days ac- play
ed upon stereotypical myths The audi
ence said not enough tescording to District Attorney Chris- and
assumptions many people have timo
ny or evidence such as meditopher Almay.
about rape.
cal records were brought before
Acting as the presiding judge
After the performance of the the jury.
Some said other jurors
was Barbara Owens—DeWitt,from trial,
audience members separated were too
biased and had their minds
the Rape and Sexual Awareness into
juries. There were 17 juries, made up
before they listened to all
Program Committee, with legal each
under 12 people. The final of the evid
ence. Arguments about
advice and assistance provided by coun
t showed 97 felt Crawford where peopl
e's sympathies laid and
A lmay. The alleged victim,defen- was
guilty,53found him not guilty. why they
felt such a way ensued.
dant, and witnesses were played The
juries did not have time to
A list of resources and services
by members of the Aspirations come
to a verdict. A verdict is on campus
for rape victims was
Theater. The lawyers, who gave a reac
hed only after all jury mem- read .
The same publication can be
demonstration of their courtroom bers
are persuaded by discussion obtained
at Cutler Health Center.
strategies as if the trial were real, to
vote unanimously one way or
"Samantha Bishop" testifies at the
were Assistant District Attorney the
mock rape trial Saturday.
other.
(Bourassa photo.)
See TRIAL on page 15

•Budget

Campus reacts to'93 budget

By Michelle Hikel
Staff Writer

Lengyl field during the weekend sno
w storm.(Sampson photo.)

Last Monday, the University of Maine
1992 Program and Budget Review Task
Force released a preliminary 1993 budg
et
scenario campus-wide, which targets a budgetary cut of $5.5 million for the Oron
o
campus.
Charles Rauch, executive director of
Business and Finance,and chair of the Budget Task Force,said the Task Force attempted to honor UMaine's central mission
by
making fewer cuts to Academic Affairs and
Research and more in Student Affairs
and
Athletics.
According to the report, some of next
year's proposed budget cuts are as follows:
' Athletics: To reduce the amount
of Educational and General (E8rG) money this
area receives,the Budget Task Force reco
mmends "endowing the operating budget"
of
one sport somewhere else;reducing the num-

her of men's and women's sports currently
offered;and reducing the number offootb
all
scholarships and assistant coaches,by adop
ting the lAAA concept for UMaine. Athle
tic
directors will work with UMaine President
Frederick Hutchinson, to develop a budg
et
by July 1, 1992.
Administration: To reduce operating
costs and salary paid to "middle management," the Task Force recommends two
supervisory potitions in Facilities Management be eliminated; reduce director and
dean positions in Student Affairs by
10
percent; close Audio-Visual Services
and
move loan equipment to the Central Purchasing Office;consolidate all Internatio
nal
Programs to report to one academic affairs
office; maintain a reduced staffand operating budget in Multicultural Affairs; and
eliminate the Office of Cooperative Education and Field Experience program.
Sec BUDGET on page 20

•Lecture

Struggle for partner's rights detailed in Th

ompson's lecture

By Michelle A. Rediker

me."
$200,000 and until people everywhere unSharon's father, Donald Kowalski, made
Her lecture,"Why Can't Sharon Come
the
derstand how it can happen to them.
decis
ions aboutthe care she received.Hefully
Home?" detailed their ordeal which bega
n
Because Thompson and Kowalski were
believed the doctor knew what he was
in 1983, and continued for years in cour
doing,
t closeted lesbians at the time, not many
peoand
failed to get a second opinion. Had
battles.
he
ple knew about their relationship, a fact
done so, he may have learned of ways
The courts finally awarded Thompson
to
which worked against them in their strug
gle relieve pressure and swelling in
guardianship in January 1992, but ThompSharon's
to obtain proper medical care and basic civil
brain, which would permanently dama
son feels the ordeal will never be over, not
ge or
rights for Sharon.
destr
oy vital brain cells, Thompson said.
until she has repaid her debts totaling over
Immediately following the accident,
See THOMPSON on page 15

Staff Writer
Karen Thompson,the woman whofought
for the rights of her partner, who was disabled after her car was struck by a drunk
driver,summed up her ordeal to obtain Sharon Kowalski's rights by saying,"If I had
stayed silent, this would have destroyed
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WorldBriefs
•Euro Disneyland

MARNE-LA-VALLEE, France
(AP) — After five years of prep
aration and
weeks of test runs, Euro Disneylan
d let in the public Sunday to see wha
t
all the fuss
is about. But French officials,anticipa
ting horrendous trafficjams,said to
come and
join the fun another day.
Officials confirmed Saturday that on
opening day a rail strike was expected
to close the
commuter rail line that was extend
ed specially to serve the $4 billion
the
me
park
18 miles
east of Paris.
The Paris police chief, Pierre Ver
brugghe, urged motorists to stay
away Sunday,
saying that even a network ofdeto
urs and deployment wouldn't suff
ice to prevent "lots
of problems."
The opening festivities actually beg
an Friday night, when the five comple
ted hotels were
inaugurated amidst a nighttime spec
tacle on an artificial lake in the hear
t of the complex.
Though some French intellectuals
and trade unions have accused
Disney of cultural
imperialism and heavy-handed labo
r practices, most French people see
m excited by opening
of the park. Officials estimate it will
draw 11 million people in its first year
of operation.

•IRA

ing in France

• Russian diplomats accused of sp

ying in Belgium

• Bombing in London's financial

district daimed by IRA

•Russian diplomats

Final countdown for Disney's
grand opening in Europe

1

13, 1992

•Euro Disney celebrates grand open

Belgium lodges formal protest
against Russian spies
BRUSSELS, Belgium(AP)— Belgiu
m lodged a formal protest with Moscow
on Saturday after Belgian authorities accu
sed four Russians of spying.
Belgium made the accusation on Friday
and gave the Russians 24 hours to leave
the country.Two were Russian Emb
assy diplomats,and the other two worked at
the Russian
trade mission in Brussels.
Foreign Minister Willy Claes said
in a radio interview Saturday that the
alleged
incidents were "totally unacceptable
."
A Justice Ministry spokesman said Frid
ay that the government had uncovered a spy
ring
involving at least two dozen peop
le, including journalists and members of
the
Belg
ian
armed forces.

2

Th2 spying involved technological info
rmation for military use, the spokesman
said on
condition of anonymity.
Belgian authorities said the ring was
set up by the former Soviet intelligence age
ncy,the
KGB.It had been operating for seve
ral years and continued to do so despite the
collapse of
the former Soviet Union, they said
.

WoridDigot

Financial district
bombing kills 3
LONDON(AP)— The IRA on Satu
rday claimed
responsibility for a bombing in
London's financial
district that killed three people and
left more than 90
injured. And it promised more atta
cks until British troops
withdraw from Northern Ireland.
Friday night's business district bom
bing — and a second
suspected IRA bombing at a maj
or traffic junction early
Saturday — came on the heels of the
Conservative Party's
surprise win in Thursday's election
s. The attacks immediately put Northern Ireland on Prime
Minister John Major's
political agenda.
The financial district bomb,plan
ted in a van, contained
more than 100 pounds of explosiv
es and was probably the
biggest bomb ever detonated by
terrorists on the British
mainland, police said.
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•PLO

Arafat's close call
boosts fortunes
TUNIS,Tunisia(AP)— Yasser Araf
at's narrow
•Natural disaster
escape from death has boosted his
sagging fortunes
•Human rights
within the PLO,but raised concer
n over the future of
the Palestinian movement without
its guerrilla-'statesman.
The outpouring of relief and joy
at PLO headquarters
and in the streets of the Israeli-occu
pied territories when
Arafat was found alive revealed the
genuine, widespread
affection felt for the man who
has led the Palestinian
LEON,Nicaragua(AP)— The
movement for 25 years.
eruption of Cerro
KUWAIT CITY(AP)— The
Negro intensified early Saturday
trials of more than
,
thro
But in the 15 hours between the
wing fire thou100 people accused of
crash landing and
sands of feet into the sky and rain
collaborating with Iraqi
ing car-sized boulArafat's rescue, many were stru
occupation forces opened
ck by how much the ders and hot sand onto surround
Saturday, resuming a
ing villages and countryside.
Palestinian struggle and hopes for Mid
process suspended last year
dle East peace rest on
Residents fled the area and the gov
after sharp criticism from
ernment declared a state human
the shoulders of one man.
rights groups.
of emergency. The Red Cross repo
rted that 20 people were
The
three-judge State Security
injured by roofs collapsing from the
Court adjourned after
weightofthe sand and ash.
•Highwaymen
hearing claims of innocence
The half-mile-high Cerro Negro,
from two of the seven defe
35 miles northwest of dant
ns at the opening session.
Managua, the capiterupted unex
No date was set for the next
pectedly early Friday.
hear
ing,
but Judge Salah al-Fahed
The pre-dawn skflbn Saturday was
said it would be held
lit with a lurid orange befo
re the end of the month.
as flames leaped up to 3,000 feet
above the volcano's peak.
It was the first hearing on
The vast cloud of ash, sand and
suspected collaborators sinc
HONG KONG(AP)— Authorities
smoke was split with
e
in the south- lightning caused by
mart
ial law was lifted last June
the
elec
and the civilian tribunal
trical charge imparted by the
ern province of Guangdong executed
took
24 people in eruption's heat and
ove
r
the
case
s from a special military
gases.
one day after convicting them of hig
court. Unlike the
hway robbery,
martial-law courts, defe
Bright-orange lava flowed down the
ndants can appeal rulings
an official report said Saturday.
folds of the moun- civi
by the
lian judges.
tain. Sand gushed 2,000 feet into
The China News Service reported
the
air
and
fell
like
rain
,
that the alleged leaving roads near
After the U.S.-led coalitio
the mountain covered up to 10
criminals were killed throughout
n drove Iraq from the emirate
inches deep. February
the province on Friday.
in
1991, many Kuwaitis who
The
volcano's 990-foot-wide crater
In China,executions are carried out
suffered under the sevwidened by another en
by a bullet to the back 500 feet, repo
-month occupation dem
rted local Radio Diario.
anded revenge. Those believed
of the head.
to
hav
e supported the inva
Chil
dren were reported suffering from
sion
, particularly Palestinians
The group was among 79 "highwaym
respiratory ail- Jord
and
en" sentenced in ments and diar
ania
ns,
wer
e thrown in jail or hou
rhea because of the ash and
eight cities. The others were given sus
nded out of Kuwait
sulfur-laden
pended death sentenc- smoke filling
International human rights
the air, said Bernarda Lopez,a
es, life imprisonment or prison terms
groups and Kuwaiti defense
teacher caring attorneys
of more than 10 years. for youngste
criticized the hearings last
rs at an emergency center.
year, saying authorities
lacked sufficient evidence
against many alleged collabor
ators.
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Thousands flee intense Trials
of alleged
volcanic eruptions
collaborators resume

6

24 robbers executed

5

7
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•MCA performance

ISO Dance Theater gets across its point to
Audience despription ofperformance ranges
By Ralph Bartholomew

Volunteer Writer
The Emmy Award-winning ISO Dance
Theatre capered into the Maine Center for
the Arts Friday night to exhibit their breath
taking brand of modem movement.
However, many in the audience may
have been left wondering just what their
moves meant
ISO (an acronym for "I'm So Optimistic")has been wowing audiences worldwide
with their theatrics since 1986.
In the company's short life, they have
choreographed rock tours for such musical
giants as David Bowie and Paula Abdul.
Individually and as a group ISO Dance has
choreographed for Sting, U2, Lenny Kravitz and Pat Metheney.
ISO opened with a scene entitled Mishima, a collage of lights, silhouetted figures,
smoke and paper—all set to an a capella
version of The Talking Heads' "Psycho
Killer." It concluded with a slapstick dance
in which all four members of the company
jaunted about the stage sick-by-side with
their ankles bound together with over-sized
rubber bands. This scene set the tone for the
rest of the evening.
Scene two, performed by Ashley Roland
and Jamey Hampton,was a pantomime using
sticks as golf clubs, fire wood,antennae and

audience

from "just incredible" to "it's like a bad acid trip"

swords, among other things. This scene also
allowed Roland and Hampton to frolic into
the audience, sniffing various theatergoers.
The first halfofthe performance kept the
audience in stitches. Barbara Cucuel, a senior ex-dance major, described the show as
"just incredible."
Other highlights from the first act included a more traditionally modern piece
performed by Brian Frette and Morleigh
Steinberg and a solo dance entitled "Captain
Tenacity" which utilized a red, white and
blue Captain Americaesque costume and
the fine art of Velcro jumping.
Act two opened with another a capella
song (The Beatles' "Helter Skelter") with
the company bopping to the beat sheathed in
a silver body suit built for four.
Their antics could only be described as
"dignified silliness" by Thomas Kivler, a
modem dance enthusiast.
During "Scare Myself," a duet which
narrated the intertwining of comedy and
passion in a male/female dating encounter,
Hampton displayed his strength and agility
by hoisting another cast member overhead
as if she were_an inflatable doll.
ISO Dance was thanked by the nearlypacked house with a standing ovation and
ISO returned the favor by executing a rapidfire,cathartic number that kept the applause
going.

John Gallagher and Ashley Roland perform
for the ISO Dance Theater at the
Maine Center for the Arts Friday night.(Boyd
photo.)
Noteveryone was able to enjoy the somewhat abstract scenes."It was like a bad acid
trip," said Joe Hollahan, a recent UMaine
graduate.
The company spoke candidly after their

performance. "There comes a time when
you feel the need to make your own statement," Hampton said. Regardless of the
response, ISO definitely made a statement
which was all their own

If today is tomorrow's yesterday,
dap is it yesterdays tomorrow?

Blow off Bumstock.
40)k
C
*(610-1

BIG
FUJIN!
"Il

April 18th
April 21st
April 26th

Damn Yankee
Hilltop Concert Park
- AIDS Benefit with TRACER
Hancock Hall
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•Are you looking for housing for 1992-1993?
•Tired of looking for parking?
•Do you want to be close to classes
and campus activities?
Residential life offers a variety of housing and meal plan
options. All include free local dialing service and cable
TV. There is also the opportunity to sign onto the MAC
ACT program which provides residents with a Macintos
h
computer, printer, and network and mainframe access.
For details, contact the Office of Residential Life, 103
Hilltop Commons, or call us at 581-4583.

'\\
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•Cossacks

20th century Cossacks
fighting for divided lands

13, 1992

Whiffle and snow

By Thomas Ginsberg

ova, which they fear will reu
nite with Romania. More than 50people hav
e been killed
in fighting in the past month.
DUBOSSARY,Moldova(A
P)— ModCossack volunteers,clad in boo
em Cossacks carry AK-47
ts and olive
s instead of sa- fatigues
, are only about 100 men among
bers and ridejeeps,not hor
sevses,but they're as eral tho
usand local fighters,but their pre
ready as their 19th centur
sence
y forebears to has infuriat
ed Moldovan authorities, who
defend Slavic brethren anytim
call
e, anywhere. them mercenari
es. Ukraine and Russia, under
"We have 25 million Rus
sians living pressure fro
m Moldova, have tried to kee
under foreign control" in
p
former Soviet re- Cossac
ks from reaching Trans-Dniest
publics, said Nikolai Mastry
er.
ukov, a leathMany Trans-Dniester resident
ery Cossack commander, or
s welcome
ataman. "No- the Cossacks,
butthey tend to operate indepenbody is defending them."
dently and sometimes ignore
The Cossacks, traditional
local leaders.
defv• ders of Regional offi
cials are increasingly uneasy.
Russia's land and people,hav
e beenlioving
"We are grateful for their hel
into the eastern Moldovan
p, but we
region of Trans- would
like to ask them to leave now
Dniester to help the Slavic
," Igor
majority fight for Smirno
v, the president of Trans-Dn
autonomy.
iester, Pete Nicholson prepares to swing throug
h the snowflakes during
told reporters.'Their presen
the Sigma
Their arrival is part of a Cos
Phi Epsilon/Alpha Omega Pi 24
ce
may
wor
sen
sack rebirth the suffering
-ho
ur
whi
ffle ball-a-thon. The eve
, and it's not worth it."
after decades of Communist
nt raised
approximately $2500 for the
American Diabetes Associati
suppression,
While local commanders pra
on.(Stevens photo.)
and may herald their involv
ise
the
Cos
ement in other sacks' end
urance and training, Alexan
ethnic conflicts on behalf of
der
ethnic Slays in Porozhan,
•False reports
vice mayor of Dubossary,
the former Soviet Union.
said
the
y
are
"no
t
real
ly
imp
ortant for our de"We want to show that
we Cossacks, fense. They
are full of spirit, but their disc
patriots of Russia,are ready
iat any minute to pline is low
."
pick up our families and our
lives and go to
In his hotel across from City
help and defend our father
Hall, Mastland," Mastryuk- ryukov
scoffed at the comment.
ov said in a crumbling hotel
that has become
—the local people...say to
Cossack headquarters.
us that one
ABINGDON,Va.(AP)— A fed
Cos
sac
k is worth several Moldovans
eraljudge Health Administr
Relaxing in the morning sun
," said accept
ation.
after days of the Cossack
ed guilty pleas from another 15
commander, a veteran of
skirmishes was Mikhail,an uns
coal
The individuals remained
the companies
haven fighter Afghan war
free on bond
and 16 employees who scheme
.
from the Don River region of
d
Prosecutors said Triangle
Ukraine. Like
to
eva
de
fed
Research,
era
l
Suc
coa
h
l
a
dus
strained alliance is typical for
t sampling laws.
many others,he would not giv
based in Grundy, was hired
the
e his last name. fiercely
U.S
by
.
the
Dist
comparict
Jud
ind
ge James C. Turk ac- flies
ependent Cossacks, a Sla
Mikhail said he and 10 other
to conduct the sampling in the
vic cepted the
volunteers population of
ple
mines.
as
Fri
day
.
The companies were
horsemen and farmers fro
sneaked in from Ukraine in
Under the scheme, coal com
m the latest of
mid-March to southern
pan
doz
y em ens
Rus
cha
sia who served the czars
rged last October ployee
help Trans-Dniester in its
in with conspi
s signed blank documents
battle with Mold- return for
verifying
ring with consultants to fals
land and privileges.
ify the coal dust sample
s had been properly
reports sent to the federal Min
e Safety and obtained, U.S
. Attorney Mike Carey said
.
Associated Press Writer
.

Coal companies plead guilty
to fudging coal dust reports

Computer Inc.
would like to invite you to
:
Apple

Four hands-on Leadership
Workshops all about WINNIN
G:
• Win as a student lea
der
• Win on your resume

• Win with your letters
of
recommendation
• Win in the job market
• Win in

your future role as a lea
der
• Win as an emerging pro
fessional
• Win with confidenc
e and
self-understanding

See demos of the newest
Macintosh
computers including the
Apple Macintosh Quadra
and the Apple Macintosh
Powerbook.

MOTIVATION AND RECO
GNITION:
CHALLANGE AND REWAR
D
KEYS TO SUCCESS
Wednesday, April 15th

• What to do with negati
ve members
• What to do with apathe
tic members
• How to develop comm
itment
• What are appropriate
ways to
recognize/reward member
s

All programs are to be held
in the Damn Yankee,
Memorial Union from 3:15
pm to 4:45pm
Sponsored by the Center for
Student Services, UM Cooper
ative
Extension Service and the
Student Leadership Commit
tee. Members:
Beth EmerineCrane, Julie Lav
opa, Jim Moorhead and Bill
Reed.

Tuesday
April 14, 10 to 3 in th
e
Microcomputer Resource
Center
11 Shibles Hall!!!
Come down and see

demonstrations of Apple's

newest machines!

For more info call
Jason Chase o1-2519

The Maine Campus, Monday, April 13, 1992
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•Faculty profile

Phys Ed chair always busy, but follows his passions
By Christian Bousquet

Volunteer Writer
Dr.Stephen Butterfield's move to Orono
from Ohio in 1984 was fueled not only by a
passion for his profession, but also by an
attraction to the state.
Butterfield is a professor and chair of the
physical education department at the University of Maine.
His New England
roots run pretty deep.
Butterfield said.
He knew early in
life what he wanted to
do. At the age of fifteen, he was heavily
influenced by Hubert
Wagner, a teacher,
coach and graduate of Springfield College.
It was Wagner's presence which prompted
Butterfield to enroll as a Springfield student.
Butterfield graduated in '71 and kicked
off his career as an elementary school teacher in Vermont. He followed that up the
following year with a position as a teaching
principal. At the same time, he coached a

deaf boys' varsity basketball team.
Butterfield learned early in life, one
makes important decisions that affect the
future. For him,that decision came when he
enrolled at Keene State College in pursuit of
his masters.
"Logic said no; gut feeling said yes," he
said."I had started a family. We had to give
up a seven and a half percent mortgage. But

the time has been truly satisfying.
"You'd have to carry me away kicking
and screaming," he said.
Professor Walt Abbot, who has worked
with Butterfield, said he is a sincere professional.
"He's current, a good researcher, and
takes a strong interest in individuals," Abbot said.
Butterfield's
students seem to
agree.
"He's a great
guy who is always
willing to help
everyone. He's
helped me a lot,"
Richie Rosenbum
said.
Jean-Yves Roy, another student of Butterfield's, said he seemed intimidating at
first, but turned out to be an interesting
teacher."He's specific and well organized,"
he said.
Apart from his duties as a lecturer and
department chair Butterfield also does editorial work and advises students. His schedule remains busy,but unlike his earlier years,

"He's a great guy who is always willing to
help everyone. He's helped me a lot."
Richie Rosenbum, UMaine student.
it was time to move on."
Butterfield continued along the academic route. He balanced his responsibilities as
a graduate student with duties as a teaching
associate. It turned out to be "the best three
years" of his life.
Butterfield's next step led him to UMaine
He has been here for eight years, six as
department chair. According to Butterfield,

canadian guest lecture series

IAIN BAXTER
will speak at Carnegie Hall,
University of Maine,
Wednesday,
April 15th
7pm

artist
mediate
conceptualist
visual fitness expert
former creative vice president for Labatt Breweries

Prof. Stephen Butterfield, chair at the
physical education department.
(Sampson photo.)
he has learned to make priority decisions.
"My mistake was that! tried to do everything and everything suffered," he said.
"Now my goals are more horizontal than
vertical.
Butterfield said he is comfortable with
his status, but wants to improve his writing
and researching skills so he can achieve his
maximum performance as an educator.

We, Roman Catholics, believe in God's gift
of forgiveness for our sins.
It's important that we celebrate that gift!
HOLY WEEK SCHEDULE
Reconciliation Service:
Monday, April 12, 7pm
Confessions: April 12, 8pm;
Tuesday, April 13, 1-4pm
& 7-9pm

NEWMAN CENTER
83 COLLEGE AVENUE
ORONO

It's So Cheezy.
3 - 4 Bedroom
Townhouse Apartments
In Orono close to campus
DRUG FREE
We're not going to pretend to be the hippest
place in town. That's just not us. However, we do
have 504 drafts along with a buy one, get one for
half price pizza deal on Sundays. Enjoy a savory
sub in our simulated wood paneling dining room.
No, we can't deliver a doughy delight to your door,
but we believe that when you've got the
lowest prices, the kitschiest kitchen
and the cheesiest pizza around, people
will come to you.

STILL AM

• Yianni's

866-3785

Orono's Cheesiest Place to Eat.

•

•IP

-
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CollegeNew
is

•Pennsylvania abortion case could overturn

Roe v. Wade
• Recession hits student-run bookstore causin
g it to close

•Abortion

Supreme Court to hear case which coul o
d verturn Roe

By Amy Reynolds
(PS)

taking away her power to decide.
is petitioning the courteither for permission to
of the upcoming election. But, Massie
But, on all of the other requirements,
and
the get an abortion or for permission to not
seek others note that the requirements the
appeals court said that the Pennsylv
cour
t is
ania
law parental approval for an abortion.
While many college students across
considering in the case are a major depa
the was constitutionally sound,
rtur
base
e
d
agai
n on
country celebrate Earth Day on
According to Ann Massie, law professor fro
April 22, the legal concept of"un
m the abortion cases heard in the past few
due
burd
en."
thousands of others will look toward
at Washington and Lee University,the undue
the nayears,the most noted(Rust v. Sullivan)
"Undue burden" is the phrase used
dealmost burden standard is the one on whic
tion's Capitol with concern about an
h most of ing with federally funded fami
entirely frequently in abortion
ly
case
plan
s
ning
by
Just
ice
different matter.
the abortion cases hinge.
centers and the type of information
Sandra Day O'Connor. The term refe
they
can
rs
to
a
On April 22,the U.S.Supreme Cour
"What she says and what (the appeals
t will person's power to decide priv
give women about abortion.
acy
issu
es
for
begin to hear arguments in a Pennsylv
court) means when they cite O'Connor is that
ania
The major departures in the Pennsylv
ania
abortion case that could overturn
or more
case deal with the information a doctor
must
strictly limit existing abortion rights
spelled
give patients and the 24-hour waiting
period.
out in Roe v. Wade.
"There are two parts to the informat
ion
Recent rallies for and against abortion
have
requirement," Massie explains. "Fir
st, either
once again brought the issue to the
national
a doctor or referring physician must
tell the
spotlighi At the center of the debate
this time
woman ofthe nature ofthe procedure,
the risk
is the case titled Planned Parenthood
ofSouthof having an abortion, the medical risk
of
eastern Pennsylvania V. Casey, on whic
h the
carrying the child to term and the gest
ation
Supreme Court will most likely rule
in July.
period of the fetus.
The Pennsylvania law in question
re"Also,someone must tell the woman
that
quires women to notify their husbands
of himself or herself.
the Pennsylvania Department of Heal
th
has
their decision to have an abortion
if
the
(abo
rtion) requirement doesn't impose pamp
. Other
hlets about the unborn child and
For example, the court says that spou
requirements include a 24-hour wait
its
sal an undue burden on the right of
the woman, development. They must
ing pe- notification violates the
also tell the woman
standard of undue then the requirem
riod, detailed record-keeping by doct
ent must appear reasonable her other
ors of burden because a woman
options, including the fact that the
could not obtain an to the state," Mass
each abortion performed, Which wou
ie says. "If it appears rea- father could
ld be abortion if her husband refu
be held liable for financial assissed
to agree to the sonable, then (the requ
subject to public disclosure,and that
irement) can be up- tance or that the
doctors procedure.
woman could be eligible for
tell women about alternatives to
held. That allows the state wide latitude.
abortion
But, prenatal care through the state
But, parental notification in the case
.
and about fetal development.
s of if it does impose an undue burd
en, then you
minors does not violate the undu
"Finally, they must certify in writing
e burden have to go back to Roe
The appeals court upheld the constitu
that
v. Wade."
tion- standard because every law
all this information has been give
dealing with pan
to
ality of the Pennsylvania law in
the
That
's
why
man
y fear Roe v. Wade will woman,
all areas rental notification uphe
" Massie says.
ld by the court has a eventually
except spousal notification, which
be
reve
rsed.
it said clause that gives the mino
According to Roe v. Wade,a state cann
r a way around the
placed an "undue burden" on the wom
ot
Most activists don't expect the Pennsylan by notification. In nearly all
regulate those things that the Pennsylv
cases,that loophole vania case to
ania
overturn Roe v. Wade because law
has spelled out.

On April 22,the U.S. Supreme Cour
t will begin to
hear arguments in a Pennsylvania ab
ortion case that
could overturn or more strictly limit exi
sting
abortion rights spelled out in Roe v.
Wade.

STUDYING RIGHT SAID
All students studying
in a foreign country
next semester need
to complete an AWAY Form
to keep their status active
at the university.

Please see Mary Jo Sanger
at The Study Abroad Office
Third Floor in the Maples.

AWAY?

FRED
PRESIDENT FRED HUTCHINSON inv
ites any and all
members ofthe campus co
mmunity to attend the
following President's Open
Forums:
April 13

4:30pm

April 17

4:00pm

April 21

Damn Yankee, Memori
al Union
Damn Yankee, Memori
al Union

10:00am

Bangor Lounge, Memori

April 24

11:00am

Bangor Lounge, Memori

al Union

al Union

PRESIDENT HUTCHINSON loo
ksforward to hearing
your ideas, discussing
campus issues, and
answering your questions
. Please, take this
opportunity to welcome ou
r new president an
d
express your views reg
arding the state ofthe
University ofMaine.
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Briefs
Students protest
selection of provost by
all-white committee
OAKLAND, Calif. (CPS) —
Students at Mills College stag
ed a sit-in
April 2to protest the school's
hiring of a
new provost by an all-white
selection
committee.
The students occupied the presiden
t's
office for five hours, demandin
g a new
search committee with some
minority
faculty members.
However,the school's president says
she will not reopen the search
to find
someone else to fill the position
.
In a prepared statement, Pres
ident
Janet Holmgren said,"1believe the
search
was conducted thoroughly and
fairly ... I
do not intend to reopen the sear
ch." The
students left peacefully but vow
ed to
continue their fight.

UNLV has new coach
LAS VEGAS, Nev.(CPS) — Roll
ie
Massimino, head coach of the Vili
anova
men's basketball program for the
past 19
years, will replace Coach Jerry Tark
anian
at the University of Nevada at Las Vega
s.
Massimino said he agreed to take the
job after UNLV President Robert Max
son
and athletic director Jim Weaver visit
ed
his home for dinner on March 30
and
refused to leave unless he took the job.
In recent months, Weaver had been in
constant contact with Massimino for suggestions about a possible replacement for
Tarkanian.

•Recession

Student-owned bookstore goes unde
r

By Trent Gegax

The Minnesota Daily
MINNEAPOLIS,Minn.(CPS)—
It was
like the end of an era as the somber
skeleton
crew at the student store closed up
shop for
the last time.
After 20 years of selling books, records,
T-shirts and magazines,the Minnesot
a Student Association Store succumbe
d to the
recession and other financial pressure
s.
"I wish there was a little more comp
assion from the university, or the Minn
esota
Student Association Forum," said
Dawn
Oftedahl, the store's general manager.
"It's

kind of like a silent death."
On its last day of operation March
12,
only a few customers filed through the
dying
store, which sold a variety of merchand
ise.
There wasn't much left on the bare shel
ves,
except for some half-price orange high
lighters, Garfield calendars and obscure
7-inch
vinyl records.
Store employees past and present said
the
closing marked the swan song of stud
entowned and operated enterprises that
began
across the nation during the Nixon admi
nistration. The University of Minnesota's
nonprofit store was incorporated in 1973
.
"Everyone's morale is so bummed,"
Of-

tedahl said."No one's been able to
find ajob
as good as this. No one's exci
ted about
anything - it's taken an emotional toll
on the
employees."
For those who helped run it over
the
years, the store provided a unique
learning
experience, said John Carnahan,the
store's
manager until 1975. Without it, he said
, he
could not have started his own business
.
"I feel lousy the store's closed," he said
.
"It served the equivalent of a master's
degree in business management for me."
Since
earning a sociology degree, Carnahan
has
built Minneapolis-based Northern
Lights
Music into a five-store chain.

•University of Wisconsin

Student Senate criticizes fraternity tBy Chad Lindsay

The Student Voice
RIVER FALLS, Wis. (CPS) — The
student senate at the University of Wisc
onsin-River Falls has approved a resoluti
on
suggesting that a fraternity apologiz
e for
designing and printing T-shirts that
students have condemned as demeaning
to
women.
The Student Senate passed a resolution
in late February that asked the Delta Thet
a
Sigma fraternity chapter to be aware of
the
negative implications of the design and
that
the fraternity members reconsider printing
anything similar in the future.

ON-CAMPUS
POSITION
AVAILABLE
with Residents on Campus

(ROC)
Available Position:

Vice-President
of Financial Affairs

The Interfraternity Council also approved
a motion suggesting that the Delta
Theta
Sigma members comply with the stud
ent
senate resolution.
The T-shirts, which were sold for
the
fraternity's"Back to Jamaica" party,
depicted a woman in a shark's mouth with
the
words "Decade of Dominance" belo
w it.
Tom Goodenough, president of the fraternity, has declined to discuss the issu
e.
Jim Chaussee, president of the Interfraternity Council,said there was concern
about
protecting the Greek image, but he note
d
that the Delta Thetas had not violated
any
rules.
"DTS has not broken any laws. At wors
t,

shirt

they have used bad judgment," he said
.
Some students have begun collecting
petition signatures protesting the T-shi
rts.
"Hopefully the petition will create a great
er awareness among men and wom
en on
campus that this was sexist and degradin
g
and dehumanizing," said Jeanette Bari
sonzi, one of the protesters and head of
the
Women's Student Association.
Betty Bergland,a professor who teaches
a class on Women and History,said stud
ents
discussed the T-shirt during a recent meet
ing and suggested various courses of acti
on.
"They werejustifiably outraged and have
gone about this in an intelligent and thoughtful way," she said.
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The Digital Equipment Corporation
invites you to experience
True Multivendor Desktop Integrat
ion

with

PC Networking using Pathworks
April 16, 1992, FFA Room, Memorial
Union
Session One-9am; Session Two-1p
m

• Discover how other colleges and univ
ersities are using Pathworks to
integrate PCs and Apple Macintoshes
into the campus networks!
• See PCs and Apple Macintoshes shar
ing files transparently.
• Find out how your Novell LAN can be
integrated into an enterprise
network environment.
• Witness open Computing in Action
with UNIX interoperability using
TCP/IP and X Windows on the PC and
Macintosh.
• Take a look at Digital's line of PC prod
ucts.
• Learn more about the important Digital/
Micr

•

osoft Alliance.

For more information and applications,
stop by the ROC office, 3rd floor,
Memorial Union, or call 581-1760.
Applications are due Monday, April 20th.

• Hear how Digital can maintain mult
ivendor desktop equipment.
To register, please call Kim Amato at 581
-1651, or send e-mail to:
amato@ maine.
IBM is a registered trademark of Internatio
nal Business Machines, Inc., Macintosh
is a registered
trademark of Apple Computer, Inc., UNIX
is a registered trademark of UNIX Systems
Laboratories,
Inc. PATHWORKS and the Digital logo
arc registered trademarks of Digital Equi
pment
Corporation, X Windows is a registered
trademark of the Massachusetts Instit
ute of Technology.
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•Brown says drugs were never used at parties
• Persian Gulf pilots used amphetamines to stay

awake

• Owners tattoo pets to prevent petnapping

•Presidential race

Brown denies
By Wendy Benjaminson
Associated Press Writer
Democratic presidential candidat
e Jerry
Brown,finding himself on the rece
iving end
of anonymous allegations of pers
onal misconduct,denounced as"bizarre
,defamatory
and unsubstantiated" a report
that drugs
were used at parties at his
Los Angeles
house while he was California
governor.
"I never hosted parties of any
kind —
drugs or non-drugs," Brown
said.
ABC News said Thursday it
interviewed
police officers whoserved on Bro
wn's security detail during the 1970s. The offi
cers, who
remained anonymous, recalled
closing up
Brown's Los Angeles vacation
home after
parties.
The officers said Brown someti
mes hosted the parties and at other time
s they took
place while he was out of tow
n. Brown
dismissed any suggestion that part
ies would
have taken place in his absence.
"After these parties, if you will,
were over

•Drug use

e ofhaving

Some pilots used amphetamines

TACOMA,Wash.(AP)—The
Air Force
has confirmed that some of its
fighter pilots
used amphetamines to stay aWa
ke during the
Persian Gulf War, a newspaper
reported.
"They did take them.... They wer
e used
only under careful circumstance
s supervised
by the flight surgeon,"said Patt
i Turner of the
Air Force surgeon general's offi
ce at Bolling
Air Force Base in Washington,
D.C.
The pilots took Dexedrine, a bran
d name

used at parties

and we cleared the residence we
could smell duties and resting his voic
e after doctors told and press were there."
the odor of marijuana and we fou
nd traces of him he risked permanent
damage to his voInterviewed on ABC-TV's "Nig
a white powdery substance whi
ch we later cal chords from constant
htline"
use.
program,Brown said the security
identified as cocaine"‘hrough poli
deta
ce tests,one
il was
Paul Tsongas,deciding he didn't want to not auth
officer said.
orized to walk through his
house
play the spoiler's role in the rest of the
and clean up. He said state police
The report did not accuse Brown
officials
of hav- campaign,bowed out Thursday.
In doing so, told him no reports ever wer
ing used drugs himself. Under
e filed alleging
California he urged his fellow Democr
ats
to
seize on an drug use in the governor's hom
law,a person cannot be charged
e.
with a crime economic message befo
re Republicans—or
if he is unaware of drug use in
"It didn't happen. I never saw any
his home.
drugs
Ross Perot — took advantage of vote
rs' used in my house," he said.
Thus far in the campaign, Brown
gener- desire for a new approach poli
to
tics.
ally has not been subjected to
In a campaign appearance with
the kinds of
Brown
Spe
aki
ng
of
the
539
dele
gate
he
s
will take in New York last month. Clin
allegations ofpersonal misconduc
ton admitted
t that have to the Democratic Nati
onal Convention,Tson- having tried mariju
dogged front-runner Bill Clinton.
ana while at Oxford Unigas said, "These people believe strongly
in versity. Brown, asked if he eve
He issued a written statement
r violated
after the the message.If the Democr
atic Party turns its state, federal or over
story first aired on ABC,saying,
seas drug laws, said,
"For ABC back on the message,ther
e will be a lessening "No, no, no, and
to put on this bizarre, defama
I agree with Clinton. .
tory and un- of enthusiasm for the
party."
substantiated story is an outrage.
Wha
t
he
did
10
or
20 years ago is not
I categorHe warned Democrats who ignored that
ically deny these charges."
relevant."
message,"Do it at your own peril."
Other than the ABC story, the cam
Brown canceled a rally in Norfol
paign
k, Va.,
But Brown,like Clinton through muc
slowed down considerably on
h of Thursday night to prepare his
Thursday, in the campaign, was
resp
onse
to
forced away from his the ABC
marked contrast to the crushing
story. He later flew to Washingpace lead- policy message Thu
rsday and into a public ton. D.C
ing up to Tuesday's New Yor
., to appear on "Nightline"
k primary.
review of his personal past.
and
Clinton spent Thursday and Satu
pla
nne
d
cam
paign appearances Saturday in
rday in
Bro
wn
insi
sted
the only parties he threw Virginia
Little Rock, Ark., tending to gube
to prepare for the weekend Dem
rnatorial were political fund-rai
osers"where the public cratic cau
cuses.

•Car accident

during Gulf War Sam Kinison

for dextroamphetamine, to kee
p alert during But they can be
used safely to fight fatigue if
flights longer than eight hours,Tur
ner said in given in limited dos
es for brief periods, said
a story published in The New
s Tribune of Albert Carlin,
asso
ciat
e professor of psychiaTacoma.
try at the University of Washin
gton.
The Air Force wouldn't reveal the
number
Military doctors pre-test pilots who
of pilots using amphetamines,
will be
allow inter- using drugs toensu
re no adverse reactions and
views with the pilots orsay whattype
ofaircraft keep dosages low.
Turner said.
they flew, the newspaper repo
rted Thursday.
"We have never had an airc
raft accident
Side effects of amphetamines
include diz- because ofthis,"
said Donna Ragan of the Air
ziness, rapid heartbeat and mus
cle spasms. Force surgeon
general's office.

MAINE DAY 1992

VOLUNTEERS IN ACTION
Faculty Service Projects

Hey, Faculty! Administr
ation! Let us help you
fix-up, clean-up,
paint, renovate, and
otherwise "rescue" any
wor
k/office area
you haven't had the
time nor resources to
add
res
s.
The process
is painless. We provid
e the student workers,
you
pro
vide the
supervision and the pai
nt (if necessary).

On-Campus Students

NAME:

Maine Day is here to sta
y as long as you haul
yourself out of bed
and participate in the
campus cleaning. The
work is not as bad
as it might seem—it can
even be fun if you can
get a group of
friends together. If you
can't find a project aro
und your
residence hall, we will fin
d you one.

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS:

Off-Campus Students
Your help is also needed
. Pick your location—
you can work an
on-campus project or on
a special community ser
vice project in
Orono or Old Town.

PROJECT:

* OF STUDENTS:

Remember—you must sign up to be
counted! We are
filing a report so that we'll all be
able to see a Maine
Day '93—every single signature is
criticil. Don't forget to
sign up!

Because Maine Matters

11

Check here if you
are
requesting student
help for project.

Return to:

Maine Day Service Proj
ect
Student Government
Office
581-1775

dies in crash

NEEDLES, Calif. (AP) — Prea
cherturned-bawdy comic Sam Kini
son was killed
and his new wife was seriousl
y hurt when
their car crashed into a pickup
truck that
swerved in their path on a dese
rt highway,
state police said Saturday.
The pickup struck the car head-o
n Friday
evening on a two-lane highwa
y near the
California, Nevada and Arizon
a state lines.
killing the 38-year-old comedi
an, the California Highway Patrol said.
His bride of six days, Mal
ika, 27, was
hospitalized with a concussion,
and her injuries were not life-threatening
, said Kinison
publicist Debbie Baker.
The 17-year-old driver of the
pickup was
arrested and booked for inve
stigation of vehicular manslaughter, the CH
P said. Details
of the case weren't disclose
d because of the
teen-ager's age.
The youth, who wasn't injured,
was being
held at San Bernardino Cou
nty Juvenile Hall.
saidCHP dispatcher Tine Schm
itt.Probation
Officer Jane Kensinger said
a detention hearing would be held by Wed
nesday.
A passenger in the pickup,
Glen Moren,
18, of Las Vegas, was
injured and was in
stable condition Saturday
at a Needles hospital, which declined to
elaborate.
The Kinisons,who were
married last Sunday in Las Vegas, had just
returned from a
Hawaii honeymoon. They
were driving to a
hotel-casino in Laughlin,
Nev., where Kinison was to open Friday
night.
'They hadn't been married
even a week
and I saw him standing
there at the chapel
with tears in his eyes
because he was so
happy. His life was really
on an upswing,"
said Florence Troutman,
a Kinison publicist.

Hey Joe.
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•Purloined pets

Tattoos can help get stolen pets from petnappers
By Aviva L. Brandt

But there are also other markets.
Cats "make marvelous fur for gloves,"
Rapoport says,and sometimes they become
CHARLESTON, W.Va.(AP) — Cat- cat or dog food.
napping is big. So is dognapping.
Stolen dogs and cats also are sometimes
More than 2.5 million dogs and an un- eaten by foreigners.
"In some cultures,that's
known number of cats are stolen each year, an accepted
food," Rapoport says.
according to Mitch Rapoport,director ofthe
"Dog fight operators use an ungodly
National Dog Registry of Woodstock,N.Y., number of
dogs. They're more prevalent
a non-profit hot line that advocates tattooing than cock
fights."
pets with identification numbers.
Occult worshipers use stolen animals for
Petnappers can sell the animals for about sacrifices while puppy mills
breed hand$50 apiece to "bunchers," who accumulate some specimens
to supply pet stores.
large numbersofanimals before reselling them
"You go to a pet store and they tell you
t6 puppy mills, research laboratories and peo- the pet comes with
pedigree," Rapoport
ple who run dog fights, Rapoport says.
says."So what?There are organizations that
"A research laboratory could pay as much do nothing but sell pedigrees."
as $500 for one, or more, if they want a
Former space shuttle astronaut Jon
specific breed," he says.
McBride and his wife, Sharon, still miss
Associated Press Writer

their husky-timbenvolf mix dog, Dakota,
who was stolen last March.
"It's like yanking one of your children
out of your family," McBride says."He was
so friendly. He'd probably jump into a car if
someone held the door open for him."
When the McBrides searched their
Lewisburg neighborhood, they learned a
"mysterious" truck had been spotted nearby
that day and about 10 other dogs also were
missing.
McBride later discovered that dog stealing is a multimillion-dollar business.
"I went to a dog market, way up in a back
hollow near Pikeville, Ky. It was awful,"
McBride says. "There were hundreds of
dogs in chains and people would barter over
them and the guy who bought one wouldjust
grab it up and go."

Dakota's disappearance led McBride and
West Virginia Agriculture Commissioner
Cleve Benedict to launch a state pet registry
program last August similar to the one run
by the National Dog Registry.
About 150 dogs have been tattooed and
registered with the state since then, according to Nancy Staab, Benedict's executive
assistant and director of the project.
Veterinarians, animal groomers and humane societies can tattoo a number on the
inner right thigh or lower belly of a dog or
cat to help identify it.
"It's the only identification that stands
up,in court," Staab says.
"In the eyes of the law," Rapoport says,
"an animal is considered private property.
But possession is nine-tenths of the law
unless you can prove it's yours."

•Presidential race

Bush leading Clinton by 11 points in latest poll
WASHINGTON(AP)— President Bush
topped Democratic challenger Bill Clinton
by 11 points in a nationwide poll following
last week's primaries in New York and three
other states, Time magazine said Saturday.
It was a sharp switch since a similar poll
a month ago in which Bush and the Arkansas governor finished in a dead heat.
In the latest poll, Bush had 44 percent
and Clinton had 33 percent, with 23 percent'
undecided.
The poll of937 voters was conducted for

Time and Cable News Network by Yankelovich Clancy Shulman on April 9. It had a
margin of error of plus or minus 3.2 percent.
Results underlined character questions
that have dogged Clinton. When asked if he
were "someone you would be proud to have
as president," 27 percent said yes and 62
percent said no.
Asked if he were "honest and trustworthy enough to be president," 53 percent said
no and 39 percent yes.
It was the latest survey to highlight the

dim view of politicians among voters this
year. Fully 67 percent agreed that Clinton
was "someone who would say anything to
get elected president." But 60 percent said
the same about Bush.
Meanwhile, Newsweek magazine- released results of a poll showing 52 percent
of the 772superdelegates to the Democratic
National Convention would vote for Clinton
if he arrived still needing votes to secure the
nomination
Superdelegates are party leaders and oth-

er top Democrats who are chosen unpledged
to any presidential candidate.
Just eight percent of the superdelegates
said they would not vote for Clinton while
40 percent said they did not know.
Gov. Mario Cuomo of New York was
the top choice among 11 other potential
candidates if Clinton were unable to win the
nomination. As an alternative candidate, he
received 8 percent to 7 percent each for Sen.
Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, and former Sen.
Paul Tsongas of Massachusetts.

Battle of the Bands Preview

Seater .a.e.f
74e Sea44#14
Eae‘ad
Free Pizza

00.

8:30pm - 1:00am
Free Admission
Sponsored lit SI

id It.tricrit (an

If you plan to attend Commencement
Ceremonies on May 9, and have not
turned in an Applicationfor Degree form,
please stop by the Office of the Registrar,
Wingate Hall—immediately!
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EntertainmentPaiges

Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
*

By Stephen Kurth

For Monday,April 13
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
A
high energy person, you radiate vitality! Freedom of thought and action is very important
to
those born on this date,and you may const
antly
struggle against what you perceive as authority'
and limitations.Pick and choose your crusa
des
carefully, however. Fighting city hall
isn't
always necessary: it sornetinrs makes
more
sense to change things from the inside

Calvin and Hobbes
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TAURUS(April 20-May 20): With your
competitivejuicesflowing even the most
trivial
event takes on new dimensions. Don't get
carried away or you'll alienate those around
you.
(;EMINI (May 2I-June 20): Although
dismayed because of a heavy workload,
this
can be an opportunity to show what you'r
e
capable of. Tackling a project generates
a
reputation for competence.

•

MY HELP?
514Ct77FAC7;
1 GOV'T CV
kfeE-AtIP5.,.

ARIES (March 20-April 19): Exerc
ise
common sense when listening to startling revelations about a new acquaintance. Beware
of
a distortion of the facts when dealing with
a
known gossip.
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CA NCER(June21-July22):Self-imposed
pressure and its side-effects make you a candi
date for burnout! Step back from work for
a
time and create a more productive atmosphe
re
LEO(July 23-Aug.22):Although you need
help with an important project, remember
that
too many cooks spoil the soup. A coup
le of
trusted colleagues can provide all the help
you
need.

\o
b.
-0,10f-4

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22): Although the
prospectofrevealing the hidden depths of
your
character to a loved one is frightening,
an act of
such trust can only bring you closer
together!

4-4

Mother Goose & Grimm

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 2.3): Don't
be
bashful about expressing an opini
on, but be
prepared to answer any challenges with
cold,
hard facts. With work and understand
ing a
dispute can be resolved.

by Mike Peters
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k
WE*EPA
CARPET
DEODORIZER,

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
fresh
approach to an old problem isjust what
you need
to break through a logjam at work Expe
.
riment
with techniques until you find the
right one.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21): It's
time to stop deliberating and make
the changes
that you've contemplated. The only
way to
vanquish bad habits is to repla
ce them with
good ones.

Shoe

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): When
the soul is purged of negative
emotions, peace
emanates from within. Share the
joy with your
loved one.Fill theevening with
precious memories.

by Jeff MacNelly
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AQUARIUS(Jan.20-Feb.18):Don'
tdismissthe interference ofa family
member.They
may have insights to lend to
the situation. Just
because you haven't asked for
advice doesn't
make it any less worthwhi
le.
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PISCES (Feb. I9-March 19):
A fertile
mind sees the possibilities in
a given situation.
not the futility. Break down
conceptsinto small
parts: use sorne.of the ideas
and discard what
doesn't apply.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

(if)
k._

By Carl Paul

** *
For Tuesday, April 14

IF'PODAYISYOUR BIRTHDAY:Those
born on this date are best at managing money
and possessions. Your warm,optimistic personality makes you an excellent manager of people
as well. You have a way ofmaking money grow,
but generosity to your friends and family can be
your financial undoing. Balance and consistency may not be flashy, but they have their place.
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EntertainmentPages
Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

lkl143RoS(oPE SANS,
ISN'T TVIAT
So WHAT'
AWAIT MEARS (IRCUMSTANCES GREAT? TODA1 ARE 10A1R
til iouct FAVOR. ASSE2T
FATE.D
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IN CORF‘DENT MANKR. LURAR 113 GET MW
CYCLE RICA, APRI c40k.IR
TNE
KEN Pk:U(1ES WILL
WENS
BE. IMPLEMENTED •
DECREE IT!

ARIES(March 20-April 19): Patience is
your greatest asset when engaged in difficult
negotiations. Time is on your side: maintaining
steadfast resolve willeventually erode any resistance.

FIRST, OBVIMSLI, IS CoAIT WERE. COMES loQR MoN\ AND
DO :
410MEWORK
LOOKS L\ SNAE I-IAS A.
CMON,
LETS GO OkT AND FtKi
9oW 10 P‘CK W1n-I IPE MOON
-7"
WO WATCH ME
YlEitS
IN A CoRFIDE-RT
MANNER'

S.

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

TAURUS(April 20-May 20): It's a good
thing you're struck by infatuation or you'd be
tempted to pursue the matter!Catch your breath
and consider what you're getting into before
plunging ahead.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Neighbors
are equally concerned about an emerging problem in the community,so youneedn't shoulder
the burden alone. Organization is best.
CANCER(June21-July 22):When strongaim tactics ordiplomacy would lead to the same
results, tact is the answer. Although it may be
more circuitous mute, the dividends outweigh
the additional time required
LEO(July 23-A ug.22):Itis nevertoo late to
learn from mistakes. Careful re-examination of
your choices may reveal more options than you
initially thought existed. Take a second look_
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22): Increased exasperation over the inability of an a.s.sociate to
make progress pushes you to the point ofsaying
something regrettable.If you can't be nice,keep
your lips sealed!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 23): Cooperation
alleviates a stress and returns hamiony to the
workplace.A friend who reachesoutto you isn't
looking for guidance, merely a sympathetic ear.
Listen!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Constant
interruptions at the work make it impossible to
gain headway. Find a secluded spot to concentrate on your own work as group efforts are
doomed to fail.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): The
astral perspective tempts you to take on more
than you can effectively handle, so be careful
what you commit to. Do one thing at a time and
do it well.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Sometimesit's not what you know but who you know.
Cultivate bonds with influential people and a
raise in pay or responsibility may result.
AQUARRJS(Jan.20-Feb. 18): There are
anxious moments as you complete a projectjust
under the wire. With such a scare fresh in your
mind perhaps you'll take deadlines more seriously in the futwr!
PLSCFS(Feb.19-March 19):Procrastination is the archenemy ofsuccess! You are working against the clock as well as the competition
so every second counts! There will be time to
rest another day.

New York Times Daily Crossword
No 0302
ACROSS
I Quahog
s Piccadilly
Circus figure
11 Widely known
14 Wash
IS Fast period
11INarrow ridge
17 Always
is Staff of
authority
II Tropical plant
tO Red River city
72 Eternal
24 Salamander
26 Monogram pt
271 love. to Cato
30 Intend
32 Roofing
material

37 141811Can capes
40 University in
Atlanta
41 Garret
/
42 In the manner of
43 Capital of
ancient Ethiopia
44 Roman
matrons garb
45 Osmosis. a g
47 Of a biological
partition
41I Charges
SO Actress Claire
st Shade of green
53 Peruke
54 Notable ones
60 Host
44
— scarum
GS Ceremony

57 Gumbo
ingredient
ca Give on
45 - - corner
70 Vienna to Ls
citizens
71 Threshold
Evergreens
72
73 Eye part

DOWN

1 Pitch indicator
2 Product of 12
Down
3 Stale
confidently
4 Combine
$ Yale campus
tree
4 Harvest
7 Kaufman Had
play 1930
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
II Violinist Isaac
II Berlin Had play
000E100 00000
co directed by
0000000 MOOMOO
Kaufman
0001110000(0000000 10 Smell -ODMOO 00000 000 Ii Waiters
0000 ODOM 0000 offering
000 OMOMO 00000 12 Sicilian sizzler
011100000
MOOD 13 Distribute
M0E1000000
21 Steinbeck play
000MB
0000E100
worked on by
ODOM 00000 OMB Kaufman
0000 OMODO 0000 23 Orchestra site
DOB 00000 00000 211 ---- Aviv
01:100000=000000 27 Gather
000000 0=0000 25 Dull
UDOOD 000000 2$ Successful

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m.,or stop by the oMce in
the basement of Lord Hall.
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41UUI

SS
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SS
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il•
"

"
63

"

al dill
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67Ull
70
I
71

31 When I was
33 Iowa college
town
34 Shinto gateway
35 Emulate Bing
34 African
carnivore
34 Lean
311 Secure
44 Not
4141';ersilr-egp

IiU73

40Ill
72

52 V8 5
Caverns
54 Dog s warning
ss Artist-author
Silverstein
54 Cab
57 Jack in the
pulpit, for one

III

la Bare
se Mulligan. e g
Si Tom Joad,e9
at Singing bird
113 Cupid and
McGrew
*SU S N A grad

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656(75( each minute).

* Personal Astrology Consuttations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk.1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your personal concerns —love and compatibility,
work, money, career, relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a week, morning
through evening, at a coat of r2.99 per minute, which is billed to your telephone. The first
minute is FREE You must be 18 or older. Call today — 1-900-726-3036.
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EditorialPage
•Student apathy

WhatLeadership?
Last Thursday night,the Budget Review
Task Force held
a forum giving students the opportuni
ty to offer comments
on how to best implement next year's
budget cuts.
Unfortunately,the Budget Task For
ce did not adequately
publicize this forum, and as a res
ult, only 15 students
attended that evening—but that
is not the disappointing
news.
Of the 15 students present, not one
of them represented
Student Government.
Brent Littlefield, president of Studen
t Government,and
student representative to the Bud
get Review Task Force
ilk 4attributed poor student government
turn out at this forum to
voi
f,E
the hectic spring schedule students
face at the end of the
semester.
•
"This forum was publicized in Stu
dent Senate—but this
4111‘411
is a rough time of the year for studen
1
ts," he said.
PRefa;020114 91540115
Littlefield said his own reasons for
not attending the a
forum,were mainly due to all the"Gr
i345HeRsaiWOU
eek Week"activities he
participated in last week.
"Besides,this is the sixth budget cut
I've sat through,and
nothing's changed—the university
has not made any breakthroughs," he said.
Neither have you, Brent. Have you
forgotten the camTeachers, they can be
paign promise you made: to provid
e strong and consistent spirations,role models and our inShe saw it as educational, we saw
friends.
leadership to our student body? If
it as the opening of the floodgates
"Action is the Answer," At a young age we find out they
then why weren't you present at Thu
Jill
to a whole new way of procrastinarsday's budget forum, can also be something else —
tion
to represent UMaine students and to
.
pushovers.
Be
rryman
rally for their interests?
We studied the Bible so off
In junior high,it didn't take my
What kind of leadership are you
providing us, when you clas
course we had to watch "The Sevs long to realize we
prioritize participating in "Greek
Week" over taking the away with just about could get
enth
Sign" because it had Biblical
anything if transformed into boat
opportunity to voice student reacti
s.
references. That took a week to get
on and concern to next we just stuck together and played
Mr. Litchfield now owns a resyear's budget proposal?
through. It's not too hard to stretch
it cooJ.
taurant.
out
Obviously, this apathetic attitude
a two hour film over the period
Mr.
Litc
hfie
ld
taug
ht eighth
is highly disturbing,
Then there was Mrs. Kohl,
a of a week. Class periods were
grade American history,or should
especially when it is witnessed wit
40
woman who loved her dog, sail
hin the student leadership, I
- minutes, and we didn't want
say he sat through the period we
anyduring a university budget crisis.
ing, her husband and oh —
she one to miss any of the movie
were supposed to be learning
so we
taught English.
On the other hand,the students wh
had to wait for everyone to arrive
o did attend the forum American history. This man knew
Each day before class, we would
Thursday night were impressive.
before we started viewing. Either
how to use a film projector, he was
decide who would ask the star
ting
These students, most of whom wer
that
or someone would walk in late
e from The Writing the boring film king. They were question for the day. "Mrs. Kohl,
and want the movie rewound so
the kind offilms were the audio is
Center,attended to petition that the
how's your dog?" And they're
Center not be closed,and sepa
off! that no important referenc
rate so some poor soul got
es would
its director not lose her position to
The
re was no stopping that woman
next year's budget cuts. stuck having to sit next
be
mis
sed
.
to
the
pro- from talking about hers
They were all very concerned with
elf.
the negative impact the jector to advance the film when
I think we also watched Monty.
"Didn't you and your husban
closing of The Writing Center wou
d Python, that must have bee
the
appropriate, annoying BEEP
ld have on the 450
n the
sail to Florida over the summer
students it currently services.
?" week we were studying Brit
was heard. We used to sle
ish
ep The answer would easily
consume comedies.
through those things, but that was
"If it weren't for us, many studen
an entire period. She even had
ts would not have the okay
picIf you worked on the school
because he did too.
help they need to pass their classe
ture
s.
s—we help to keep people
The saddest thing about that
newspaper, you had the excuse of
on this campus," one Writing Center
I think by the third semester
she the gods. All you had to
tutor said.
class was the tests. We used to sit
do was tell
caught onto us because she
Right on. It is very refreshing to see
star
ted Mrs. Mac you had to
at
tabl
es
which seated four. Mr. to avo
students take time
go
work on
id our questions. That
out of their busy schedules, attend
the budget forum, and Litchfield never used to staple his fine with us because it had was your pages or a story and she would
gotten excuse you from
tests, they were always three or
display this kind of spunk, resolv
class. Half the
to the point were we crin
e and commitment, to four
ged
if she time we'd wander
shee
ts
of
paper which were even men
ensure that UMaine students contin
off
to study hall
tioned the boat, her dog
ue receiving a quality ideal for passing aro
and make our way to the jourpalund the table or her husban
education.
d.
when he wasn't looking. It was
ism room eventually.
The last we knew, Mrs
I would like to take the opportunity tha
.
Koh
chea
l
ting
Mrs. Mac is still teaching. My
in
the
fullest possible had sailed
nk these students
offinto the sunseton her
for such a commendable performance
sense of the word. We would eve
sist
er asked me which classes she
at Thursday's forum.
n boat, with her dog and
husband.
write answers on a piece of note
sho
Good luck to you.
uld
take her senior year. I told
We were pros by the
tim
e
boo
we
k
pap
her
er
if
to
she
pass
from table to got to high
wanted an easy class, no
I would also like to stress the importanc
school. Senior English
e ofstudent input table.
thought required and was an easy
world literature, what a
during at time ofsevere budget cuts. Sta
class. Mrs. A,take Wor
rting this week,there
I always wished one day Mr.
ld Lit with Mrs. Mac.
MacDonald taught that beau
will be a series offorums held to discus
ty.She
s campus concerns— Litchfield would come into class, had a heart
Through all the fond memories.
of gold but she
some set aside specifically for member
s of the campus having had some major revelation know when it was time to didn't I have to wonder how fond they
pull the really are. Sur
in
the night that we just weren't
community to react to next year's pro
e we learned how to
hip boots on.
posed budget cuts. learning
anything, huck his film
get out of class and still get goo
Take advantage of these rare opportuni
d
Wor
ld
Lit
became better known
ties—let your voices projector out the window
grades but what did we really acand start as the VCR
be heard—loud and clear. Obviously,
period. You gotta love
we can't rely on teaching like the history teacher in
complish? It was all a good laugh
technology, what did students
Student Government leadership to help us.
the movie 'Teachers." I can
eve
r
and
a big joke, but the joke was
still do before VCR
s. They probably
imagine Mr. Litchfield dressed
And if you cannot attend any of these
real
ly
on us.
up studied.
meetings or
as George Washington leading
forums, don't hesitate to send letters to loc
the
It all started when Mrs
al legislators— class down the
. Mac
Delaware on our brough
Jill Berryman is a journalism
these budget cuts should not be taken so
t in "Gorillas in the Mis
passively.(MAH). tables which easily could hav
t"to major headedfor
e been sho
Key

Itta FIT
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w before Christmas
vacation.
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A weekend 'on the rocks'
By Frank Spurr
Verbatim Staff Writer
Maine Bound's weekend
rock-climbing adventure began as most events of this
magnitude begin.., with anticipation, a bit of anxiety
and lots of prayer. It ended
with satisfaction,fulfillment
and a sense of great accomplishment.
In between, there were
bouts with the weather,
classes in knots and games of
trust.
But before the climbers
descended on the rocks or tied
a figure-eight knot,they practiced on the Maine Bound practice wall in the Memorial
Union attic. Here if you slip,
you plunge only four or five
feet losing only a little dignity.
The Pre-Trip Meeting
Wednesday night provided
an opportunity for everybody
to meet each other. It was also
an opportunity to view slides
of other Maine Bound trips
and figure out what kind of
gear was needed.
The biggest obstacle would

be guessing the weather.
Eight inches ofsnow was predicted for Thursday night and
the camping portion of the
trip looked rather uncertain.
Still, there would be no denying this group the opportunity to climb rocks.
The climbers assembled in
the South Lown Room and Liz,
the trip leader, lug through
her duffel bag a show the
climbers what they needed.
Polypropylene socks,rockclimbing shoes and lots oflayers seemed to be the main
items on the fashion agenda.
Liz said a zero degree sleeping
bag would probably be ideal if
we spent the night, although
at this point that was still
unclear.
It was onto the Union attic
for a wall workoutand a couple
of basic skills.
Shouts of'belay on and on
belay"could be heard as teams
ofclimbers and belayers(those
people who have the climbers
life on the line)began tackling
the glued rocks jutting out of
the wooded workout wall. If
the climber slipped, the rope
and harness system are designed to minimize the fall.
Although the equipment

Opera workshop

must be reliable, it is the
belayer who must ultimately
'brake"the climber when he or
she falls. Consequently, trust
is the most vital part of the
rock-climbing experience. Because mostofthe climbers were
strangers, an important portion of the weekend was devoted to trust exercises. These
would begin in earnest on the
nightofour departure,Friday.
A knotty Friday night
The climbers assembled
for the long anticipated weekend.In a circle,they discussed
the options available as the
camping portion of the trip
was cancelled due to bad
weather. We would not be
heading to Acadia National
Park to spend the night.
Among the possible options
were going to Otter Cliffs for
day climbing but returning to
UMaine in the evening. They
also discussed going to Clifton
to a place called Eagle's Bluff.
This way,the climbers would
have twofull days ofclimbing.
Another option wascancelling
the weekend and hoping to
reschedule at a later date. AfSee ROCKS on page V5

A rock climber strains to get to the top while safety
ropes prevent him from falling too far.(Spurr Photo.)

President's house a museum in itself
By Kristin L. Chasse
Verbatim Staff Writer

Christy Comeau (L) and Rena McKinley reheerseTheMarriageofPigmy for Wedneeday's
performance in Lord Hall.(Borassa photo.)

The President's House at the University of Maine
proudly displays some tremendous art from the
university's art collection. Despite a faltering budget,
decliningenrollment,and a new presidentarrivingon
campus,this part of the university remains a stable
beauty.
The university collection, funded by the studentlife fee,solicited grants,and innumerous donations,is
partially displayed on campus in places such as the
Hole in the Wall gallery in Memorial Union and the
president's house.
A few worksfrom the 4,500 piece art collection are
exhibited in the public, entertaining areas of the
president's house.
Usually, the president's wife chooses the art
work. According to Janice Terrell, assistant to the
president, more or less the individual taste of the
president and his wife, and what suits the decor of
a room," determine which pieces are placed in the
house.
Terrell said that no additional money is spent on
the art since the university has such a vast and
diverse collection.
Lisa Park, assistant to the director of the university Museum of Art, said that this "campus
collection" helps to "expose as many people as
possible to the art.'

She also said that displaying works at the house
and other areas around campus helps give the museum a high profile, in addition to representing the
quality of this university.
Park said that last fall she worked with Martha
Hittto change over halfofthe art work in the house.
Creating the current thematic exhibit was a huge
process.The works chosen had to be appropriate for
the house itself, as well as to those who will see
, them. Park said,"It has a nineteenth-century feel
to it... anything else would clash with the furnishings and the nature of the house."
There are some premiere original works in the
hottse from world renowned artists. A Picasso
sketch graces a wall in the reception room, an
Andrew Wyeth majestically hangs in the dining
room and a Roult adds a touch of modernism to the
decorative setting.
Maine artists are also featured throughout the
house.Two works by Carl Sprinchorn,donated by his
estate, are on display and a Moiae that was recently
given by alumni Gordon and Dotty Erickson decorates the sitting room.
The works are not limited to paintings. Bright
prints, Cretan textiles and figurines also adorn various rooms of the large home.
The art not only gives the house a beautiful appearance, but also subtly exposes more people to the
university's collection. An important aspect of the
president's house art display is, "it puts art in a
comfortable environment," Park said.
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ax Facts by Beverly A. Gabe

A review ofthe latest tapes, albums and CDs
James
Seven

positively overwhelming.
But in all the great epics, the noble
hero has a tragic flaw this is the case
Don't expect to be lulled to sleep by with James
in "Don't WaitThat Long."
James, he doesn't do bedtime stories.
For a full minute,a recurring drum
'What in the world are you dream- and synthesize
r line stand alone. Not
ing oV To sacrifice the son you love/To much
of a problem until you recognize
send your children offto war/As if you the line
as being the underlying theme
care/ As if you care." James jumps in Milli
Vermin's'Girl I'm Gonna Miss
right into the middle of it with'Live A You. Oh
the horror,the horror. James
Love Of Life,"one ofthe best cuts from tries to
redeem the song towards the
their fourth studio album "Seven."
end with a sad, whining violin but it
The biblical story of Abraham and just doesn
't erase the betrayal in the
Isaac, the Gulf War, and the obvious begin
ning. This song creates a black
under valuing of human life by our mark
on the otherwise pristine sursociety is the topic for the song which face of
"Seven but then we all make
best demonstrates the qualities that mistakes
.
set James apart from the musical
James is sanctified in 'Ring The
crowd. Lead vocalist Tim Booth sets Bells,"
a tale of self-reliance forged
us up to listen carefully to his preach- from an
extinct dependent relationing by wooing us with hissilken strains. ship. The
speaker is let down again
As the song continues we are treated and agai
n but returns to show his
to common and accentual horn blasts gain. Whe
n you let me falV Grew my
from Andy Diagram. Searing guitars own wings
,/ Now I'm tall as the sky/
and heavy bass also protrude into the When you
let me drown/ Grew gills
score making all of the songs on this and fina/
Now I'm deep as the sea."
album a feast for the ears.
Wait to go James!
"Sound" features Bono-ish wails
After hearing "Seven" it becomes
and moans from Booth and a mean- clear that
James is searching for a
dering medieval recorder coupled with better way.
On their dreamwalk we are
traditional guitar strums. The com- permitted
to see their pain. As they say
plex and intricate music lays a text on in'Heavens
,"'I've beenlookingthrough
which the poetic lyrics are enhanced. a microscope
to see how life begine/I've
Considering the fact that both the been train
ing my lens on the stars to
music and the lyrics could stand alone see wffer
e it enda/ But it's this living in
without the other to reinforce it, the between
that is bringing my down/To
combined effort is powerful and often a land that
is lost in dreams."

James,the first name in musical storytelling.
Pixies
Trompe Le Monde
From the pleasant vocal lines on the
title cut of'Trompe Le Monde," to the
screaming strains of'The Sad Punk"
the Pixies take us on a wild ride, careeningthrough their"PlanetofSound."
Dougnut stuffing lead singer Black
Francis, known more for his weighty
persona than his flamboyant wardrobe,sings angrily through"U-Mass."
It's educational/It's educational,"with
each repeated chorus, university students stand and gyrate to and fro trying to convince themselves ofthis fact.
It seems like Mr. Francis watched
E.T.too many times from the example
of"Motorway To Roswell."In a quietly
pained voice, he recounts the sad tale
of an alien on holiday that meets a

it

4•10.

truly horrid fate, "ending up in army
crateW and photographs in files." You
can almost see a tear trickle down his
face a la Sinead.
But then,just when you thought you
had the Pixies down to a formula of
extreme mood swings they pull'Space(I
believe In)" out of their brand new bag.
With Kim Deal's heavy bass line
dominating, Black Francis spits out
the lyrics to'Space" with the accuracy
and emotionality of a computer. Each
beat is accompanied by a word, Deal
and Francis joined in a forced musical
marriage. "Jefrey with one f Jeffery/
Now it occurs to me as he drove away/
d= r x t." Jefrey with one f Jeffery
becomes the poster child ofdry science
as the Pixiesstruggle to maintain their
state of neutrality.
In'Alec Eiffel" the Pixies return to

Westworld, we advise you to throw this albu
m from a moving vehicle
at a high rate of speed. Into traffic if at all
possible.
Westworld
which looks like Abba on acid and the
Movers and Shakers
sound is more horrible than "S.O.S."
on the wrong speed.
As the opening notes of '10,000
With searing lyrics like "Can't wait
miles" from "Movers and Shakers' till
the next time/ When I see ya in the
sounded through my living room one sunsh
ine," from "Do No Wrong," and
theme invaded my consciousness like "Star
gazer/ Love like a laser,' from
a nasty thoughtin church. Jane Fonda
"Stargazer," Westworld makes this
monkey plie music.
album a pure hell of auditory experiWestworld is a band from England ence.
which attempts to synthesize euroIf ever a compact disc deserved to
pop with heavy bass beats and an
be thrown from a moving vehicle at a
overabundance of keyboarding. The
high rate of speed this is the one.
result is music that sounds like music The
only thing that could make this
to sweat to, an aerobic soundtrack.
band any better would be a nuclear
The group of four is a motley crew
holocaust.
their new quickened pace. Without
taking a breath, Black Francis speeds
through the tale ofthe misunderstood
artist while Joey Santiago on lead
guitar and David Levering of skins
fame try to keep up with the first lady
of fierceness, Kim Deal. If I caught
it
all,the story goes,'He thought big and
they called it a phallic/ Little eiffel,
little eiffeV They didn't know he was
panoramic." This song figures in well
with the Pixies overall reception from
the listening audience.
The first listening of this albu
m
makes the consumer sit up and contemplate if this is the same band
that
produced 'Here Comes Your Man,
"a
light hearted song typical ofradio
fare.
After subsequent takes, it all
makes
sense. The Pixies are attempti
ng to
cover an immense musical
terrain

spanning moods, tunes, and tempo in
one album. They even throw in a
Jesus and Mary Chain song, 'Head
On" to bring the collection back to a
recognizable area.
With the exception of a few songs,
"PlanetofSound,"and -Subbacultcha,"
to name them outright,the Pixies succeed in their bold venture. 'Planet of
Sound" gave me a head ache and
"Subbacultcha" with it's poetic statements such as "She's like jelly
roll/
Like sculpture," just didn't jive with
me; the rest of the album challenges
the listener to rethink previous conventions in music.
In the homogenous soup of
pop
music,it's really welcome when
someone comes in and stirs the cauld
ron.
The Pixies walk tall and carry a
big
stick, let them stir your Campbell
s.
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Verbatam s top five twenty-five: Beer
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Maine Campus editors list their bestfermented brews ofalltime
Frank Spurr
Arts Editor
1. Heineken. It was the
first beer that my father ever
shared with me.It was during
the'72Super Bowl and I think
I acquired a taste for it. My
'Grab a Heiny"t-shirt was my
favorite article of clothing in
high school.
2. Miller Genuine Draft.
Although Coors may have the
best bodies in its commercials,
MGD is union made. Can
Adolph Coorssaythat?The best
beer to have after a hard day at
the office. It's also a good beerto
drink when you play cards. It
constantly foams up and leaks
on the table and cards.
3. Old Milwaukee. The
very first beer I ever bought. I
think I was 15 at the time.Old
Swill is one of the cheapest
beers around. Therefore, I
spent most of my high school
days drinking it. With Old
Swill, you can drink as much
as you want, have a good hurl,"
and drink more.
4. Dos Equis.A fine Mexican brew. I sampled my first
Dos Equis in 1983, when I
won a six pack in a bet. I drank
the whole thing with nachos
and salsa. The beer farts from
a Dos Equis are tops, but if
combined with nachos,you can
clear any room you want.
5. Busch.The perfect beer
for the college student. It's
cheap and fairly tasty. Unlike
our president, this Busch
evokes images of the mountains, fresh air and sunshine.
Life's a mountain,nota beach.

Shawn Anderson
Production Manager
1.New Amsteirclam.13rewed
by a small microbrewery in
New York, this is simply the
best beer around. This brew
has just the right flavor and a
slight coffee-like aftertaste. At
$1.37 a bottle, it's not cheap
but it's worth it,especially during the long production nights
when we put this rag together.
Beer Trivia: Did you know
that you could buy 162 sixpacks of New Amsterdam for
the price of in-state tuition?
2. Molson Golden. For
some people it's an acquired
taste, but I happened to enjoy
my very first bottle. This is
the perfect beer to drink in a
Canadian bar when you don't
want to smell like an American.
3. Dos Equis.Great,especially when topped with a lime
slice. One of the rare Mexican
beers that is dark because it is
brewed that way, not because
the federales have relaxed water purity requirements.
4. Miller High Life. I've
always liked Miller since I
swiped the first one from my
dad. Thanks dad.
5. My fourth or fifth of
the night. After a few, who
cares what they taste like. I
like to start off with the expensive stuff and drink to the
progressively cheaper swills.
It's easy on the budget and the
taste buds at the same time. I
like Colt 45 forty ouncers,
they're strong,cheap,and they
come in a cool bottle.
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Michael Reagan
Internal City Editor
Editor's note- Mike doesn't
drink beer, but ifhe did, this is
what we think he would say.
1. Killian's Irish Red.If I
drank beer, this would be the
one I'd drink. It's an Irish beer
madein America.It has a great
Irish name.If it's not Irish,it's
crap. A fine brew for those lazy
afternoons lounging around
with that special someone. As
long as she's Irish.
2.Geary's.If!drank beer,I'd
drink this one because it's Irish
and if it's not Irish, it's crap. Perfect for lounging around with
that special someone.
3. Guinness Stout. If I
drank stout, I'd drink this one
because it's Irish and ifit's not
Irish, it's crap. A fine brew for
all occasions, but especially
lounging around with that
special someone. When in
doubt, try this stout.
4.Harp's.I don'tknow ifthis
is Irish,butifit is, I think I'd like
it Ifitisn'tIrish,it's crap.Ithink
Harp's is the kind of beer for
those lazy afternoons lounging
around with that special someone in a romantic atmosphere.
5. McAlisters. I've never
tried this beer but I think it's
Irish. As I've said many times,
if it's not Irish, it's crap. The
perfect beer for those lazy afternoons lounging...

Damon
f
r
Kiesow,
Opinion
Editor

Melissa Adams
Assistant Editor
1. Rolling Rock. The
Champagne of Beers: light
spring water with no after
taste. The way the Hops God
intended beer to be. "33"
2.Budweiser.A perennial
favorite,American brewed and
one thing the Japanese can't
make better. My apologies to
Shawn who really didn't want
to see Bud on the Top 5.
3. Keystone. Beer on a
budget. If you're poor and
you're thirsty, Keystone is the
beer for you. It isn't, however,
bottled beer in a can.
4. Coors. One step below
Bud and one step above Keystone. Beer drinking isn't
about tolerance, I've discovered, it's all about money. Or
lack thereof.
5. Schlitz. Just because it
sounds so cool to say "Schlitz."
I didn't think they made it anymore until I discovered it in
Florida this March.In fact,they
still make and sell slotofweird
alcoholic beverages down
South,like Boone'sFarm Apple
Wine and Bull Malt. This explains a lot. For culinary experts, scare your body with a
dinner atTaco Bell and a six of
Schlitz. Honorable mention:
Whatever is really cheap,
which tends to be Schaeffer,
which tends to be really gross.
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1. Molson Golden. This
is in a tie for first place.A little
expensive, especially at 7-11
but it is my choice for a good
imported beer. Best for such
sophisticated and international events as Olympic coverage and World League Football.
2. Miller Genuine Draft.
This is in a tie for first. It is
cheap and a good all-American beer for occasions like
Monday Night Football and
national holidays.
3. Michelob Light. Actually not one of my favorites
but it is the cheapest bottled
beer at Margarita's. Usually
better after a pina collada or
two. Best to drink during
events like auto racing or
demolition derbies.
4. Colt 45, scuba tank
size. I mean volume has to
account for something. Because of the size it's best to
drink during really long,slow
sports like golf. A favorite of
high school sophomores.
5. Blatz. Again, not actually one of my favorites but I
couldn't resist using it just
because of the name. A seeming favorite at stores because
they always sell it for about
$6.50 a truckload. There is
never a good time to drink it.

Modem dance troupe keeps eyes open to new ideas
By Kristin L. Chasse
Verbatim Staff Writer
ISO(I'm SO Optimistic) Dance Theatre, a world-wide touring company,
broughtits distinctchoreography to the
Maine Center for the Arts on Friday,
April 10.
The company currently tours with as
many as six dancers. Four performed in
the show at Hutchins Concert Hall.
The program contained varioustypes
of dance and music. Some pieces were
surreal and interpretive, while others
used contemporary musicortraditional
movements. Most ofthe pieces incorporated a bold sense of humor along with
the dance.
The two acts contained nine pieces
and were performed either by the whole
company or particular ISO members.
Highlighting ActI,theopening number"Mishima"began with thecompany
standing behind a white sheet of paper.
For the first few moments only the
silhouettes were seen until the performers cut through the paper. In dark
sunglasses and jumpsuits, they tied
their ankles together and did nonsense
movements to 1950s style biker music.

'Psycho Killer,' the second piece,
featured music by the BOBS, an a
capella group ISO worked with in 1988,
and will again thissummer.This dance
also began with a white sheet on the
stage, but the two performers stood in
front of it. Projectors were used to create humorous images,such as a gigantic monster on the attack. Later in the
piece, the dancers crawled over the occupied auditorium seats.
With accompanying rhythmic percussion music,'Linguini Arms'featured
ISOco-founders Morleigh Steinberg and
Jamey Hampton.Both were dressed in
stark white costumes, in which the
sleeves and legs were connected,creating a stretchy linguini-look. The performers did modern dance moves while
concentrating on their arms and legs to
make the costumes flow and ripple.
Ashley Roland, another co-founder,
performed the last piece in Act I.'Captain Tenacity" donned a red, white and
blue super hero uniform complete with
face mask. After some typical hero posing, the dancer flung herself onto an
inclined plane that was at center stage.
The costume and ramp were covered in
velcro,so Roland stuck to it as if dimbing a building like Spiderman or flying

like Superman.
Act II opened with the performers
using another white sheet Two women
were wrapped at either end, holding
the material taut while the men
pushed their hands, heads and other
body parts through the fluid sheet.
This piece, called "Helier Skelter,"
used music by the same name,also by
the BOBS.
"Scare Myself" was a rendez-vous
between two young lovers(Roland and
Hampton)that began with the dancers
driving onto the stage with prop cars
equipped with headlights. This dance
focused on partner lifts and lots ofspins.
Itended with one car getting stolen and
the other one breaking down.
After the final piece, the company
received a standing ovation from the
crowd. But, they did not stop there.
ISO's curtain call had each dancer taking the stage individually in the bright
circle ofonespotlight Dancingto"Crazy"
by Seal, the performers demonstrated
their individual styles. They finished
with a'break dance";onedancer's moves
leading to another's.
Audience member Terry Pettengill
ofPatten said, They use creative,innovative ways of expressing themselves.

Certainly, the different music adds to
their effect."
During a question and answer period
after the show, the performers talked
about ISO and life in dance theatre.
Founded in 1986byfour performers/
choreographers,ISO members are currently living from Connecticut to California. They converge in New York to
work on new projects.
When asked about who or what influencesthem,Morleigh Steinbergsaid,
"We keep oureyes opento various movements."She said thatin the case oftheir
curtain call,"the driving musicinspired
us." Jamey Hampton said that most
performers combine the many influences to create a unique identity.
Individually and as an ensemble,
these performers have choreographed
for David Bowie's Glass Spider World
Tour, a U2 music video, Coke and Gap
advertisements,the film'Wild Orchid,"
as well as other well-known works.
Steinberg choreographed the upcoming
Francis Ford Coppola movie "Dracula."
The performerssaid thatthey improvise quite a bit on stage. Ashley Roland
said,'Our humor comes from what we
think is funny.""We go with what the
audience responds to," said Steinberg.
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A Weekend on the rocks

Verbatim, April 13, 1992

from page V1

ter weeks of anticipation, the novice
climbers rejected this idea. They decided to go to Clifton.
But Friday night in the attic was
filled with learning knots and terminology and getting familiar with the
basic equipment.By using the various
knots,such as the figure eight and the
square knot, the climbers quickly
learned how to make a harness.
The harness is supposed to wrap
tightly around the thighs and waist. It
is more comfortable than a jock strap
but probably feels like an 18th century
corset. Just the same,a loose harness
can unravel. If you're hanging 60 feet
off the ground, the snugness tends to
be comforting and you forget all about
the lack of circulation in your legs.
Building trust was the main part of
Friday evening's session. The climbers quickly learned each other's names
by pretending to be animals.Todd the
toad, Chris the cow and Jason the
jaguar made it easy to identify the
people who would soon hold lives in
their hands.
The climbers got an opportunity to
practice this trust by getting into two
rows and using sticks for bridges. As
they held these sticks between them,
daring climbers would walk on them,
four or five feet off the ground. The With helmets and harnesses in tow, Maine Bound rock climbing participants take a break from climbing
object of the lesson was to establish and belaying to rest their bodies and think about the next climb.(Spurr photo.)
the fellow climbers as people who were sun was trying to peek throu
gh. After bathed in three days. Guys in army The object is not to
just make it to the
supportive and wouldn't let you fall a quarter-mile hike throu
gh the slush, fatigues don't bounce off the cliffs nor top ofthe rock,
but
to
do it in style. It's
onto the concrete floor.
we reached our destination: a clearing do they rapidly descend witho
uttouch- sort of like a chess game. You always
atop the lichen-infested cliff.
ing the mountain. Instead, it's a slow, have to be thinking two or three
moves
Ra.pelling has absolutely nothWhilethe trip leaders set up climbs, controlled walk down the side.
The ahead. What may look like a great
ing to do with a person's bathing the group fastened their
harnesses rope is used as a brake and when foothold at
first, may be a dead-end as
frequency
and had a lesson in repelling, the first properly attached to your
harness, it far as a future move.
Saturday finally arrived. The gear stage of the climbing exper
ience.
can stop you in mid-air if you like. If
wasstowed and the climbers piled into
Repelling is not like what is de- you find yourself desce
nding too
Reaching the Top
the van and headed to Clifton. The picted in the movies. Nor
is it that guy quickly, bringing the rope under your
Many climbers reached the top of
weather was cold and damp, but the sitting next to you in class
who hasn't butt slows you right down.
their climbs. Not bad for a bunch of
Perhaps the anticipation of beginners. The exhila
ration of workrepelling is more frightening than the ing past exhaustion
and getting to the
actual descentitself.The climbers back top is probably
close to the satisfaction
slowly over the edge of the cliff and one gets when
studying all night for
disappear. Once you pass this stage, that elusive
A. At the end of that
the repelling changes from fear to ex- night,you seem
just a little burned out
citement as you realize that only two but you feel
that the effort was worth
very thin ropes separate you from a it. Rock climb
ing offers that same satnasty fall.
isfaction. The risk is a little greater
but the thrill of doing something that
Going Up
you never thought you could do is
After repelling and a power lunch more than
satisfying.
consisting of gorp, bagels,carrots and
Coming offthe rocks meant getting
peanut butter, the climbers started de-briefe
d, sharing the feelings of the
from the bottom and worked their way exper
ience with each other, and logup. They were climbing.
ging the rope use. It's important that
Unlike the image,the rock-c.limber an exact
log be maintained ofthe numtries not to use the hands to pull him- ber
oftimes a person used a particular
self up the mountain. This would rope
and the number oftimes they fell
result in very sore hands and arms on
thatrope.Climbing causes stress to
and even for a pull-up champion, it
the rope and falling weakens it. After
would be difficult to climb 60 or 70
the rope reaches a certain number, it
feet. Instead, the hands are used to
is considered too weak and it is
regrip narrow jutting edges. Once the
tired. This is vital as future climbers'
climber has a good grip, the feet are
lives are on the line.
used to ascend the rock.
Those who want to improve their
But places to putthe feetdon'talways
rock-climbing skills can participate
in
exist The narrow,sticky shoes help dig
Maine Bound's intermediate rockout these footholds but technique and
climbing program.Climberslearn how
balance are the key to climbing.
to set up various climbs and also
hone
"Get your butt out, were the shouts
their own climbing techniques.
from below. With the rear-end stickPerhaps the greatest lesson from
ing out,the climber allows gravity
to the rock-climbing experience
is learnpress him or her against the rock.
ingconsideration for others.One
learns
This is especially important when
the how to depend on another
for help and
footholds are narrow or nonexisten
t is not ashamed to ask for
it when
and the arms are about to fall off
due
reaching an obstacle. One also learn
Arthur Haines, a Maine Bound assistant rock-climbing instructor to extreme
s
exhaustion.
to be responsible for another life.
demonstrates a technique to get over ajutting ledge,using every mean
These
But upward they go, finding
s
the lessons will be valua
necessary to keep from slipping and falling.(Spurr photo.)
ble in every enfootholds and improving
technique. deavor one choos
es to undertake.
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•Somerset rape

Students should know that rape happens
To the editor:
I read with curiosity and disappointment the letter —To the Editor"
which appeared in the Monday,
April 6,Maine Campus, written by
Erin L. Moylan of York Hall. I
wondered what would motivate a
young woman to write such a letter.
Then I realized this letter was written by one of the people who had
testified in District Court at the rape
trial in which Troy Brennan was
found guilty of raping a Somerset
Hall resident. However,she and her
friends could not successfully stand
up to the cross examination of Sharon Silberman-Hummel,the Assistant District Attorney, who easily
exposed all their previously fabricated and carefully corroborated stories as false. They didn't seem too
worried about it, though, as they
laughed andjoked outside the courtMOM.

I suppose Miss MoyIan may have
been irate because the deceptive

story she, Troy and the others had
worked so studiously to create was
proven to be completely false. She
may have decided to retaliate against
the person who won the case in
court
She may feel some sort ofloyalty
to Troy. She claims to know him
well, though I have to wonder how
well you can really know someone
after being acquainted only two
weeks. (This rape occurred two
weeks after the fall semester started.)
Maybe she has something personal against the young woman who
was raped? Miss Moylan claims to
have seen this young woman helping Troy with his homework the
week after the rape occurred. The
young woman's friends and roommate all testified in District Court
that, except for a few short meals
and showers,the young woman was
sleeping continuously that week —
"her way of dealing with a depression or upsetting situations." Miss
Moylan also states, —They went to

•Somerset rape

her room for the night. They had
sex." I don't know how she could
possibly know that to be true —
unless, of course, she was present
during intercourse.
I suspect all of the above explanations for Miss Moylan's letter are
off-base. At least, I'd like to think
so. I believe this young woman,like
so many others, is denying the possibility that anyone they know could
be vulnerable to rape. I believe this
young woman,on some level,thinks
that if she admits rape can happen,
and did happen, to someone she
knows,then it mightjust be possible
it could happen to her as well.
None of us like to think we are
vulnerable to this type of attack —
I'm sure the young women in
Somerset Hall never expected it
could happen to her,either. The fact
is,however,that Miss Moylan should
"wake up"(or GROW up)and see
with clear and unobstructed vision
what happens on a regular basis, on
her campus and virtually all others.

Rape is a fact of life that women
must live with in this country. Until
we accept that fact and begin to seek
out ways to change the prevailing
nonchalant attitudes regarding such
attacks, I fear it will continue. By
becoming aware and admitting to
ourselves that we are all indeed
vulnerable to this type of violence,
we become empowered to begin
making changesto protectourselves
and change society's views about
these violent attacks.
I have never personally known
the horror or degradation of rape,
but I know someone who has. You
see, it was my daughter who was
raped on September 12, 1991 in
Somerset Hall and I have lived,with
her,through the perfect Hell that has
followed.
(Editor's note: Following Maine
Campus policy not to release the
names ofrape victims, her mother's
name has been withheldfrom publication)

•Providence rape

Letter perpetuated Stories were biased
myths about rape
To the editor

To the editor:
After reading Erin Moylan's
letter to the editor on 4/6/92, I was
concerned by her lack of knowledge concerning the issue of acquaintance rape and the overwhelming amount of myths pervasive throughout het letter. Ms.
Moylan's letter is full of misinformation that clearly tells me that
she is unable to see that regardless
of her relationship with Mr. Brennan,he was convicted for the crime
he committed.
Ms.Moylan's idP.as concerning
who a rapist is and why rape occurs
simply are not accurate.She states,
"Then she started kissing his and
whispering in his ear." Women
who kiss men or flirt with men may
be attracted to them but their actions never mean they want to be
raped. Also, Ms. Moylan writes,"
... 'the victim' apparsttly wanted
a relationship with Troy... Suddenly she presses charges of sexual assault." Ms. Moylan implies
the victim's charges were a result
of hurt feelings or rejection. Only
2percent ofreported rapes are false,
which is the lowest of all violent
crimes. Why would a woman
choose to press charges against a

man and be re-victimized by the
system and individuals like Ms.
Moylan if the charges were in fact
nottrue?"...ifTroy is such a threat,
why did the University put him in
a dorm that still has co-ed showers?"This clearly says that she still
thinks that rapists are sex starved
men who lurk in showers and in
residence halls. While stranger
rapes are prevalent in our society,
most women know their attackers
which is why it is referred to as
"acquaintance rape."
As a women.I am disheartened
to read letters such as Ms. MoyIan's because the struggle for women to be heard and believed is
weakened by lack of knowledge
and misinformation. One in four
women will be raped in her lifetime and trends indicate this to rise
to one in three. Attitudes like Ms.
Moylan's will perpetuate the myths
surrounding rape and will cause
this figure to rise and undermine
the right for women to say "NO"
and believe that rape is not their
fault.
Barbara Owens-DeWitt
Co-Chair Leaders Rape
Conference Committee
York Hall

Editorial policy
"Jeffers

to the editor of the Maine Campus should
be no longer than 250 words. Letters should be typed
or clearly written and include a name, address and
phone number.

I am writing in regards to the
recent handling ofthe alleged rape
that happened on the trip to Providence. From my point of view the
perspectives taken by the authors
41farticlesand editorialsin thecampus paper have been biased.They
either imply that since the alleged
victim was drunk and in a porno
shop with the alleged assailant,she
deserved what she got; or they
imply that because this man was
accused, he is guilty.

Am I mistaken,orisn'tthefoundation of our legal system: innocent until proven guilty? And isn't
the whole problem with rape is
that it is an act committed without
the woman's consent? No one is
guilty until evidence proves them
so,and no woman ever asks to be
raped. It is not up to people who
don't have all the facts to make
judgements about what went on.

Dina Rugani
Androscoggin Hall

Letters to The Maine
Campus can be sent to:
Letters to the editor
Maine Campus
Suite 7A Lord 1ta1l
1
Orono, ME 0446)

•Pro-choice

Figures
misleading
To the editor:
Saturday, April 4th, I spent 18
hours on a full bus to be able to
march for Reproductive Rights for
Women on Sunday, April 5th in
D.C. I spent Sunday marching, rallying, and listening to great speakers. Sunday night I left D.C. exhausted but proud that I had been a
part of such an enormous cry for
Women's Rights. Today,however,
I am angry and frustrated. Every
newspaper I have read, and every
newsshow I have seen(exceptCNN
who filmed the march live)has given misleading information. I was
one among one million men and
women and children in D.C. on
Sunday. However, the media has
stated that half that amount attended. It no longer surprises me that
Pro-Choice people feel they are in
the minority. When the media lies
about numbers and gives coverage
to anti-choice groups at Pro-Choice
events, it becomes too clear who is
trying to control women's bodies.
There were over fifty people present
from this University at the march,so
if you want to know the truth about
the MAJORITY,talk to them. Obviously George Bush and the Supreme
Court are not the only oppressors.
Juli Lynn Parker

•Column response

Do not deny child his dreams
To the editor:
This is in response to the column
which appeared in the Wednesday,
April 8 issue of The Maine Campus
entitled "Any Dream Will Do," by
Ms. Can Clay, your editor.
I am shocked and angered by Ms.
Clay's hostility towards what was
an effort to make a dying,impoverished child a little happier in what
may be his last year alive.
I sympathize with the idea of
money going to cancer research, but
at the same time how can you not
help a child. I met the four year old
in question, and to hear him talk it
makes one want to cry.
Will $2000 really solve the cancer research problem?? Ms.Clay,if
you wish to assault someone for
failing in the area ofcancer research,
please assault your Congress. They
are the ones who could allocate the
millions of dollars required to fund

cancer research.
It hurts to read your story,for you
are obviously close to the situation
yourself, and one can sympathize
with your frustration. How could
you not understand the frustrations
of a child?? Do you not think that
others out there have cancer?
There are people whose lives are
moved by cancer every day,knowing they cannot have children because they have ovarian cancer,people who cannot breathe well because ,they have lung cancer and
people who break their bones due to
bone cancer.
You are not the only one who is
frustrated due to lack of research.
You are nottheonly one who wished
cancer could just go away.
My question is, is it really the
solution to let his little boy die and
give the money to research, knowing that you denied his one dream?
Is there notsolution that might make

both sides a little better. You are not
the only one who asks this question
of money going to research.
I am glad that a four-year-oldchild will realize his dream. Not all
of us can. If it is your dream to fund
cancer research, Ms. Clay, I hope
you accomplish thisdream,butdon't
look to the little guy, look to your
representatives.
Just as that four-year-old boy
looked to the good people of this
campus for his dream, why don't
you look to the congress for your
dream. I hope that you will understand how your column could affect
the "charity" of the people on this
campus. I fear that everyone will
run from helping out with service if
you paper knocks it like this. God
help us all,if nobody does service to
help each other.
Chem M. Austin
Old Town
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•Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
awar

eness
•Gay, lesbian, bisexual awareness

n up to different lifestyles

Homophobia ignorant

To the editor:

not asking for a heterosexual
week,
we just don't want gays, les
bians,
We are responding to Mr.
C. and bisexuals to smothe
r us with
Shelby's letterconcerning
Gay/Les- all their proble
ms." Mr. Shelby
bian/Bisexual Awareness
Week. has unwittingly
missed the point
There are several aspects
of Mr. ofG/IJB Awaren
ess Week.This is
Shelby's letter that we don
't agree one week of the
year set aside to
with, due to limited space,
we acknowledge our
homosexual
choose to focus on the follow
ing:
brothers and sisters, instea
d of igMr. Shelby has deemed him
self noring them. It is
not a week for
spokesperson for all hetero
sexuals them to "smother
us with all their
at UMaine.This was presum
ptuous problems," it
is merely a week
of him,as he did not ask per
mission where we are all
asked to apprecito be the voice for UMaine
's "het- ate the challenge
s gays, lesbians,
erosexual community."
and bisexuals face every
day.
Shelby stated,"We,the het
eroHeterosexuals are not oppres
sexual community of UMa
sed
ine are in the way that
homosexuals are.

This is stating the obvious,
but in
To the editor:
yet to go before I can say with
Mr. Shelby's case, the obv
a
ious
cle
ar conscious — "I am not hoobviously needs to be stated
. Our
I wish to respond to the rather mophob
university experience is not
ic."Disliking a homosexbased
enlightening letter on Homosexual
ual for her/his sexuality is as absolely on academics.Itenc3mp
ass- Awareness Week in last Wednessurd as to hate an African Ameries many different elements
of life.
day's issue of The Maine Campus.
can for skin color, or a Japane
Learning about different cul
se
tures
[truly resent Mr. C.Shelby speakperson for forcing Americans
and lifestyles from the peo
to
ple you
ing on my behalf.
re-evaluate our work ethic
go to class with is one of
aid
them.
I, too, am a white he
xual compete for an economic
Open your mind and you w ill
stroig
inevmale and I don't share thirws of
hold in the world market.
itably be able to conquer you
r perthis individual who is "in no way
sonal insecurities.
During this week, we are not
racist or sexist, but ..."
only celebrating (yes, celebr
atI don't feel that UMaine's ho- ing
)Gay,Lesbian, and Bisexual
Kate Rowe
mosexual community (or should
I Awareness Week, but app
Greenbush
arentsay the portion of UMaine's com
ly Ignorance and fear Pride We
Hannah Robbins
ek
munity who is homosexual)
is as well.
Orono
smothering us heterosexuals
•G/L/B awareness
with
There was a conspicuous lac
k
their"problems"(Who is it, really
, of denim on campus Wed
•Gay,lesbian, bisexual
neswho has the problem?)
awareness
day, but unfortunately, not
purHomophobia is an ignora
nt ple shirts.
plague upon the human spirit.
It is
Ifignorance truly is bliss,the
n
an issue that must be confronte
d we must have one ver
To the editor:
y happy
and overcome.
us, Richard Saunders,
Mark
campus.
Twain and Dalton Trumbo
Yam still fighting the good fig
.Clay
ht
In her 4/10/92 editorial
To the editor:
Ho- needs to distinguish
to free myself from its vice gri
between the
p.
mophobia revealed Carina
Peter Duffy
Clay purpose offalse nam
and
I realize that I have a long way
es,the role
criticized C.Shelby for exp
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Thompson lecture
from page 1
Sharon remained in a coma for weeks
after the accident. Thompson spent every
moment possible at her side, talking to her,
stretching her muscles and preventing her
from curling into a fetal position, which is
common,and detrimental to recovery,should
a person emerge from a coma.
Thompson asserts Sharon's parent's must
have discovered something in the Thompson-Kowalski home,where they stayed when
visiting Sharon in the hospital, that indicated
to them the real nature of their relationship.
Donald Kowalski approached Thompson
at the hospital and told her she was spending
too much time with Sharon,and nobody could
take care ofher the way herfamily could.Then
they moved Sharon to a nursing home where
she did not get the care she needed and prevented Thompson from seeing her.
Thompson began a long legal battle shortly after,seeking to attain Sharon's lost rights,
as every decision Kowalski made acted
against Sharon's best interest: recovery.
Thompson said of the laws that stripped
Sharon of her rights, "I never questioned,
'Who do they benefit?' I swallowed the
social control. I didn't want to be 'one of
them (an activist).' No matter how much I
believed in our rights(as lesbians) I helped
participate in my own oppression."
Thompson described the "Big Picture,"
which worked against them. She explained
how all of the "isms" combined, and in a
system designed to benefit white, rich, heterosexual,able-bodied,Christian males,they
were doomed to their ordeal. She described
how people are mislead by the assumption
only blatant bigots are active in perpetuating
oppression.
"If we are passive, we fall into the lot of
the passive oppressor. The bulk of Amen-

Rape

can people fall into that category," Thompson said, which allows them to continue to
believe they are still good people and feel
good about themselves, as she did before
Sharon's accident.
She then told the people in the audience
they all know someone who is gay, whether
they know it or not. "If you don't know
anyone who is gay, ask yourself why. What
kind of vibes are you giving off," sheasked.
"Why is it not okay,although lam seeing
a rise in acceptance, to tell racist, sexist

despite documentation of inadequate care
and neglect.
Sharon began to lose regained abilities
after being separated from Thompson. She
had been able to feed herself, but at the
nursing home, she was fed through a tube,
despite the fact the sense of taste would fire
nerve cells and aid recovery.
Out of practice, she lost the ability to
feed herself. The worst consequences of the
nursing home, however, was a fungus that
developed on her tongue from the lack of

"Ifwe are passive, we fall into the lot ofthe
passive oppressor. The bulk ofAmerican people
fall into that category." Karen Thompson
jokes? Why is it still acceptable to tell dyke
and faggot jokes?" she said."Homophobia
and heterosexism are costing us our jobs,
houses, children, our Fives."
Thompson defined heterosexism as the
inherent belief that heterosexuality is better
than homosexuality; that gay and bisexual
people are messed up; and the assumption
everyone is heterosexual.
According to Minnesota State Law,Sharon should have been tested for competency
every six months to a year. Despite numerous complaints from the Minnesota Civil
Liberties Union,the courts allowed her parents to prevent her from being tested for four
years, in an attempt to silence Sharon because it was clear she still wanted to be with
Thompson.
The MCLU took the case to the Supreme
Court, which decided not to hear the case,

correct oral care.
Thompson said "Because of the neglect
and negligence, Sharon required corrective
surgery,"in which tendons and muscles in her
legs and feet needed to be severed to straighten
them,so she could be cared for properly.
"She was denied the most important right
to recovery," Thompson said, and yelled,
not concealing her anger at the injustices
Sharon hasfaced,"Convicted criminals have
more rights than Sharon had!"
As the news spread about Sharon's case,
Minnesota began to regret the bad reputation it, as a "liberal state," was gaining.
National Free Sharon Kowalski Days were
observed, beginning in 1988, and fundraisers in cities in other states were being
held.
Kowalski said the best thing that helped
their case was Donald Kowalski's decision to

talk to the press.He was quoted assaying,"Who
knows whatis going on inside thatempty shell,"
when Sharon could communicate with the help
of a computer that spoke for her.
Kowalski was also quoted as saying in The
Washington Post, "What the hell difference
does it make if she's gay or lesbian or straight
or anything because she's laying there in
diaper?...Let the poor kid rest in peace."
Thompson said she was extremely disappointed over the unethical treatment Sharon's story received in the press. She cited
one headline that said,"Lesbian bitter over
outcome ofcase,"and asked what would the
national outcry have sounded like if it had
read something like,"Woman with disability denied right to proper care."
Thompson said despite everything, "I
always wished they(the Kowalski's) would
visit her (Sharon) more often. She lost
enough. She shouldn't have to lose her biological family." She went on to say,"They
have only seen her eight times in the last
three years."
In December 1991,the Minnesota Court
of Appeals appointed Thompson as Sharon's guardian.
"At the legal level, I was excited with this
decision. At the personal level, it was not a
victory. It was a needless and senseless loss."
The courts findings "revealed" homophobia had played a large part in the ordeal,
because earlier Thompson had been accused
of outing Sharon.
"That's saying it's better to be in an
institution than me calling her a lesbian,"
Thompson said.
"Every adult needs to have their legal
papers in order, like Durable Powers of Attorney and Living Wills,"and"You are being
irresponsible if you don't do this," she said.

from page 1

let yourselfget in.Trust is easily misplaced,"
DeSanctis said. He continued to say we
should have the freedom to walk down an
alley and not get mugged or women should
be able to act in any manner they choose and
not be physically violated.
Silberman-Hummels talked about the
precautions women have to take. She said
women Shouldn't have to act any different
than men. "It's not right but it's realistic."
she said.
"Rape is a crime. What will educate
people are convictions and indictments,"
Estler said.
Cousins said one in four women is sexually assaulted within her lifetime. She also
said the numbers are increasing and the
statistic may soon state one in three women
are involved in a sex crime.
"Women are starting to break the silence of this crime," Cousins said.
Cousins said it was the role of those in
attendance to share the information and experience of the conference with other members of th campus community.
"We are in a position [those in attendance] where we are fairly open minded.
More students need this information,"
UMaine student Denice Yost said.

Eat
seaweed.

We're looking for a
well-read Harbg.
But a quick-witted Basquiat will do.
Or even a resourceful Warhol.
It's not that we're tremendously particular about
who we hire to work in our department—we
just feel most comfortable when the "masters"
who draft our circles are themselves wellrounded.
Going for Baroque.
But how to be sure of this circumstance? Before hiring, do we rely
solely on first impressionisms?
Do we play "free associations" in
the midst of still-life secsions? Do
we ask folks to "draw BinIcy—with
an attitude?"
Our only real method for separating
the vanguards from the Vanillis begins
with all interested campus artists bringing
their portfolios (and themselves) by our
offices for an informal "art to art."
Your "green period," perhaps?
For those struggling to convert Monet
into money, keep in mind this is
one of the few places on cam-

pus that does not require work-study.
And while borderline cubism our border lines .in
not, one can learn valuable lessonsfrom plying
paste-up Like computer deSign software.
Basic layout principles. Working on a deadline. How to run a coffee maker.
llw little gallery nexttoSportsShorts.
Try not to see drawing for a newsOP
paper as "commercializing" your
work—think of it as a means to
broaden your audience(which at
this point more than likely consists
of your family and friends). Though
advertising is all about selling, it is
not necessarily about "selling out."
Look, everyone has to start somewhere—
why not a rag read by thousands?
A Call to Arts.
So if you've ever lifted a pencil with
precocious intentions, stop by our Lord
Hall basement office, or dial 581-1273.
Ask for Raphael, er, Ralph. He'd
love to see your work.

The Maine Campus
Advertising Department

The place with spaces to fill.
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• Britain's conservative party wins another election
• Russian lawmakers and Yeltsin's cabinet feuding
•Study shows AIDS is spreading rapidly through Asia

•British elections

Conservative party wins fourth straight election

By Maureen Johnson
Associated Press Writer

LONDON(AP)— Is Britain becoming
a one-party state? Not exactly. But the Conservative Party's fourth straight election victory may mean the opposition Labor Party
can never again win power single-handed.
The national election Thursday was Labor's golden chance: the Conservatives in
power 13 years and in trouble over economic recession; Labor revamped and shifted
center; its labor union paymasters sidelined;
a well-oiled campaign and morale-boosting
opinion polls giving Labor the edge.
And still Labor's Neil Kinnock couldn't
shift Conservative Prime Minister John

Major.The Conservatives' previous 88-seat
majority in the 651-member House ofCommons slumped to 21, but was still sufficient
to govern for a five-year term.
The Conservative vote share was 41.9
percent, slightly down from 42.3 percent in
the last election in 1987; Labor got 34.4
percent, well up from 30.83 last time.
Next time it will likely be more difficult
for Labor to make gains. A commission
redrawing parliamentary boundaries,due to
report by early 1995, is expected to remove
some 20 Labor seats because of population
movements.
Scotland, where Labor dominates, has
72 seats while its five million population
would have only a few more than 50 seats in

crowded southern England.
"Given that the voting system now looks
set to deliver further Conservative majorities on just over 40 percent of the vote, it's
reasonable to say Britain is becoming a oneparty state," said Simon Osborn,spokesman
for the independently funded Electoral Reform Society.
Osborn said in an interview that Britain
was becoming like Japan, where the Liberal
Democratic Party has held power since 1955.
The society,founded in 1844,presses for
a change in the electoral system to allocating
seats according to the percentage of the vote
won instead of winner taking all.
So does the third-running centrist Liberal Democrat Party, which got 20seats for its

18 percent vote share on Thursday.
Tbe Conservatives flatly refuse to change
the rules. Their parliamentary majorities
have ranged from 102 to the present 21 on 42
to 43 percent of the vote since 1983.
Labor also used to oppose a switch to socalled proportional representation, the system that produces coalition governments
and small parties with parliamentary seats in
most of Europe.
Kinnock sounded ambivalent during the
campaign.
Some Laborites complained that Labor's
talk about changing the voting system — an
issue which provokes little interest from the
average voter — distracted from the campaign in the key final days.

•Soviet politics

Some Yeltsin cabinet members may resign in face ofopposi
tion
By Thomas Ginsberg

Cabinet by July.
Congress and ask it to abolish this decision."
Yeltsin's Cabinet ministers denounced
Communist lawmakers and other Yeltthe resolution as a death knell for reforms. If sin oppon
ents at the Congress of People's
MOSCOW (AP) — Some members of they resign
in protest, it could create the Deputies have been
trying to rein in the
President Boris Yeltsin's Cabinet said Satur- worst
government crisis since the collapse president and
alter some of his marketday they were considering resigning over the of the
Soviet Union.
reform policies, which have sent prices soarrefusal by Russian lawmakers to give Yeltsin
Andrei Nechayev, the minister of eco- ing across
the former Soviet Union.
another six months to carry out his reforms. nomic
s, told The Associated Press that the
Yeltsin offered Friday to temper his reLawmakers rejected Yeltsin's appeal Cabinet
planned to hand its resignation to forms and eventu
ally give up the job of
Saturday and ordered him to select a new Yeltsi
n "with the request that he speak at the prime minist
er, which also carries direct
Associated Press Writer

Have you seen one of these women
wearing a pine tree op her face?
Shanie Bartlett
Marne Boutilier
Chandra Cassidy
Camille Curtis
Diane Denman
Diane Dostie
Jennifer Grindle

A

Pamela Lepage
Sara Littlefield
Chandra Lull
Jennifer Monahan
Wendy Stadnicki
Sherrie Thomas
Alphrecca Tucker

Congratulate Her!
1%.

She has been selected as a new member of the
All Maine
Women Honor Society! As a group, they repres
ent the top 1% of
the women in their graduating class.
Members are chosen on the basis of distinguishe
d leadership
and excellence in service to the university and com
munity,
exemplary character, dignity, Maine spirit, schola
rship, and
potential for continued contributions to the univesit
y.

responsibility for the economy. But he has
insisted on keeping the power to rule by
decree and asked to remain prime minister
until at least Sept. I.
However,after a day of angry debate,the
1,046-member Congress rejected Yeltsin's
compromise and approved an amendment
that would require him to propose a new
Cabinet and nominate a prime minister in
three months.

tall K100 at 990-3100
and ask them to play
-Never "Fell" by
1116 H'N.

50-70% OFF
EVERYDAY
on Name Brand
Footwear, Equipment,
Apparel, Closeouts,
Discontinued Items,
Salesman's Samples

GOLDSMITH'S
Outlet Store
10 N. Main St.• Old Town
10-5 Mon-Fri, 10-2 Sat

Buy any Footlong
Sub with a
Medium Drink and
get the second
Sub for 99t

18 Mill Street, Orono 866.
3550
Good only n-store not
for use on delrvery
Expires 4.16.92
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•Lecture

Moos you can use

Zinn
to lecture on Columbus
By Jocelyn
Humelsine

Volunteer Writer
Historian, author, playwright and activist Howard Zinn will present a lecture,"The
Legacy of Columbus 1492-1992" at 7:30
p.m. Tuesday, April 14 in 137 Bennett Hall
as part of Central America Week at the
University of Maine.
Zinn was born in the early 1920s and
grew up in New York.In 1943,Zinn enlisted
in the U.S. Airforce.
He was a second lieutenant and a WW II
bombardier.
In the early 1950s, Zinn received his
Bachelor of Arts degree from New York
University. He later went on to receive his
Masters and Ph.D. from Columbia University.
During his post-doctoral studies at Harvard University, Zinn was professor and
chair of Spelman's history department and
director of Non-Western studies at Atlanta
University.
In 1964, he was professor of political
science at Boston University.
Nationally,Zinn has lectured at over 200
colleges and universities and has made several commencement addresses.
Zinn is an active figure in civil rights and
anti- Vietnam movements.
Currently, Zinn lives with his wife, Roslyn, and their two children, Myla and Jeff,
in Auburndale, Mass. Zinn retired in 1988
and is professor emeritus ofpolitical science

at Boston University.
His book "A People's History of the
United States" deals with political issues
such as slavery and socialist movements
from the victim's perspective. It was nominated for the American Book Award in
1981.
History major Ethan Strimling said he
uses Zinn's book in conjunction with his
history textbooks because it is"a real alternative history; a look behind the scenes of
textbook material."
"Zinn looks at history from a different
angle," Strimling said."By taking the facts
and writing them from the view ofthe American people, who were exploited economically and politically."
Strimling said he hopes this week "will
allow people to discover that the policies
America has created in Central America are
absolutely detrimental to the creation of a
world where they're allowed to govern themselves."
"This important lecture series will enlighten us about the miserable conditions of
the people ofCentral America and to the fact
that the countries in Central America experienced brutal dictatorships that the U.S.
supported," said Alexander Grab, professor
of history.
On Wednesday, April 15, Noam Chomsky will present a lecture,"Force and Opinion: The New World Order at Home and
Abroad" at 4 p.m. in the Maine Center for
the Arts.

From left to right Judge Randy Hall, Vicky Collingwood, Linda Olson and
Fiona Bancroft at the Orono Royal Livestock Show.(Desberg photo.)

•AIDS

AIDS spreading quickly in Asia
MANILA,Philippines(AP)— AIDS is
spreading so rapidly through Asia that by
the end of the century the continent will
account for most of the projected 50 million
people either carrying the HIV virus or sick
with the disease, according to a study.
The Asian Development Bank,an international development institution, said in a
report that the epidemic appears most serious in India and Thailand.
Five years ago, both countries had fewer

than 1,000 people carrying the HIV virus.
Thailand now has 200,000 to 400,000 HIV
carriers while India has between 400,000
and 1 million, the bank said.
The bank said figures for other Asian
countries were much lower but that the
reason could be insufficient testing and poor
record keeping.
Widespread drug use and a tolerant attitude toward prostitution contribute to Asia's
vulnerability, the study found.

afectahspeak
Luncheon Series on Contemporary Health Issues

Will Maine Have a Universal
Health Care Program?

House of Pizza
Old Town Plaza • Next to YMCA
827-6144
1 Large 16" Cheese Pizza
with 2 16 oz. Pepsis from
the fountain for

r

$8.99

$4.99
Eat In or Take Out
Delivery 50e per order

2 Large 16" Cheese Pizzas
with 2 16 oz. Soft Drinks
for

JJ.

Eat In or Take out
Delivery 50C per order .1

The debate about national health care is
increasing. This presentation will describe the
efforts of Maine citizens to assure access to health
care for all people.

Speaker: Clifford Rosen, M.D. President,
Physicians for National Health Care
TuesdayApril 7, 1992
FFA Room
Memorial Union
IiNU•i11IiI

7Z_.

BIKES FOR EVERY BUDGET
10% off
accessories
with the
purchase of
a new bike

• mountain
• road
• cross

el.
36A Main St Orono

866-3525

New Expanded Hours:
Mon. 9-4
Tues.-Thurs. 9-7
Fri. 9-5
Sat. 9-4
Sun. 12-4
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THE RUSSIANS ARE COMING!

RUSSIAN/AMERICAN JAZZ WEEK

APRIL 13- 17

Trio
Damn Yankee Noon
u
o
i•+•
w 1989. Don Stratton, trumpet.
all11111110 David Demsey, saxophone, Gary VVittner, guitar

Jeff Holmes Big Band

Vir

Damn Yankee 7-9 pm
David Golostchokin, soloist, Bagel Shop Trio, Vladimir Feyertag
, M.C.

TUESDAY, APRIL 14

Peter Kornev Trio
Damn Yankee Noon

Tribute to Miles Davis
101 Neville Hall 7-9 pm
David Golostchokin, flugelhom, Don Stratton, trumpet.
and 20th Century Music Ensemble

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15

Musorgsky Trio, UM Students
Damn Yankee Noon
Students who will be studying and performing in
St. Petersburg in June.
John Buckley. drums, Camille Curtis. piano, voca
ls, and Bob Roman, bass

Premiere of Russian/American Jazz

•
Bear's Den 7-9 pm
Band: Don Stratton/David Golostchokin
, directors
David Demsey, saxophone, Gary Witt
ner, guitar, Peter Kornev, piano, op
Edvard Moskalev, bass, and Stanissl
av Streltsov, drums

THURSDAY, APRIL 16

David Golostchokin
with Peter Kornev Trio
Damn Yankee Noon

Discussion: Jazz in the Soviet
Uniorill
Then and Now
217 Lord Hall 7-9 pm
Frederick Starr, David Golostch
okin and Vladimir Feyertag

FRIDAY. APRIL17

UM Faculty Jazz roup
n,
Anatole Wieck,

1.•

Loui

0

Reperto

Damn Yankee Noon
ay Bregman, s
one,

T

azz nsemble

Maine Center for the Art
s 8 pm
S. Frederick Starr, Dfrecter

Sponsors: University of Maine Music Department, Memonal Union, Cultur
al Affairs Committee. Alpha Phi Omega
, and Circle K, with
Designed by Public Maas • Printed by UM Printing Services
generous

support from the Compr

ehensive Fee Allocation Committee
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•Dispute

Estabrooke Hall residents have complaints about ResLife
"We're sure that they're
pissing away our room and
board fees."
—Dan Ashley, president of
Estabrooke Hall
House Council

He said ResLife and Substance Abuse
Services pulled the plug on future parties by
insisting the socials be university catered,
which increased the cost to an unaffordable
level for the residents.
"I never understood why the parties were
taken away," Hagopian said.
Ashley said the action was "part of the
neo-prohibition
movement on campus led
By Deanna L. Partridge
by Dr. Dana."
Staff Writer
Dr. Robert Dana, Substance Abuse Setvices
coordinator, said his department sugResidents of Estabrooke Hall have degested
the parties be catered but only to
cided to involve the Board of Trustees and
relieve
the
residents of any liability by hayPresident Hutchinson in a dispute they had
ing
a
bartender
instead of serving themwith Residential Life early last semester.
selves.
Estabrooke Hall House Council(EHHC)
"These parties were not dangerous or
has been waging a letter-writing campaign
anything
like that," Dana said."We were not
to and against ResLife, which has now culminated in a letter regarding "The true nature of the Residential Life Department at
the University of Maine."
The letter was sent to the trustees, Chancellor Robert Woodbury,President Hutchinson, all of the dormitory governing boards,
campus government organizations, state
media agencies and several influential people involved in state government.
Among the complaints covered in the
two page letter are allegations of the misappropriation ofroom and board fees,discrimination in hiring practices and the creation of
an unhealthy living environment by demanding a policy of diversity and prohibiting
interested in mucking that up."
peaceful socials.
Dana was not aware of why there have
"We're hoping to get some response
not been any furtiier socials at Estabrooke.
by going over ResLife's head," said Dan
"All we said was do what you were doing
Hagopian, a representative of Estabrooke
essentially,just let us know so we can help
Hall House Council, Residents on Camyou cross things off your list."
pus and treasurer of the South Campus
Problems with the university and ResLife
Area Board.
continued to develop after that incident.The
The dispute stemmed from a party Esproblems outlined by EHHC in their letter
tabrooke residents held at the beginning of
about the nature of ResLife became more
the fall semester as an ice-breaker. After the
evident as the school year progressed. Memparty, the residents, whose average age is
bers of the EHHC decided actions must be
28, were notified their social was in violataken on what they saw as wrong.
tion of the university alcohol and party polHagopian, members of EHHC and Ashicies.
ley did extensive research into the budget of
Dan Ashley,president ofEstabrooke Hall
the University of Maine and ResLife in
House Council,said Estabrooke had a strict
particular before making their allegations.
self-regulated party policy that had been a
"We went to the budget to see where
tradition for the dorm. He asserted their had
they're bleeding from," Ashley said. "You
been no illegal or irresponsible drinking.

"I'm glad they're speaking out about
need a degree in economics and cryptology
what they need," Kasper said."Not enough
to read it."
Upon researching the budget, Hagopian students speak out on the issues."
— Because no action was taken, Ashley
and Ashley discovered the ResLife budget
not in the library's special collections along said, "I'm convinced that there is a longterm study going on here." Ashley also said
with the rest of the budget.
"We're sure they're pissing away the he felt the suspected study was connected
with Anchors somehow.
ro•km and board fees," Ashley said.
Anchors explained the current situation
Scott Anchors, director of ResLife and
the main focus of the Estabrooke letter cam- with EHHC as natural tensions experienced
paign, responded to the allegations by say- during tough economic times.
"In trying to benefit the whole commuing,'There is no misappropriation of departnity,there are always going to be an unhapmental or university funds."
At issue with EHHC are the effects stu- py few," he said. "We're trying to help
dents are feeling from the whole budget them understand how ResLife works."
Ashley said EHHC wants a formal quescrisis. Hagopian has lived in Estabrooke since
1986 but said next year he will move off tion and answer session."We don't want to
be pacified," he said.
campus because of costs.
"Part of the frustration," according to
Hagopian, "is that they are so nice, but
terribly unresponsive. A Reslife specialty
is to nice-ify."
South Campus Area Director, Andy
Matthews, who has also been involved in
the dispute, summed up the whole situation.
"I don't really have anything to say," he
said. "There are too many (complaints) to
respond to."
Both Anchors and Matthews expressed
a willingness to attend an EHHC meeting to
discuss the differences ResLife and Estabrooke have experienced, but reportedly
"I think they're driving their patrons neither men have been invited to a meeting.
"People are too close to the subject
away," he said.
Another issue EHHC addressed in their now," Ashley said. "Somebody from outletter campaign was the annual quality oflife side has to solve this now."
The reply from Hutchinson according
survey students are asked to fill out. The
EHHC said the survey "grossly lacks" tough to a letter written by Vice President of
Student Affairs John Halstead is that the
questions about ResLife.
In response to this lack of questions, issues EHHC should be dealt with directly
EHHC drafted what it thought were needed by ResLife.
Patricia Collins, Board of Trustees
changes and additions to the survey. The
mail to the community Chairperson, will be receiving a report thi
suggestions were
coordina,
ts of ResLife. No month assessing the effectiveness of the
development
University of Maine System's administraaction was taken on the suggestions.
Marykay Kasper, community develop- tion.
The report will be the result of research
ment coordinator, said the suggestions
reached her too late for any changes to be done by Hugh Farrington of Hannaford
made in the current survey but plans to im- Brothers, Bradford Perry of the University
plement some of Estabrooke's ideas are in of New Hampshire Systeth and John Duffy
of Coopers and Lybrand.
progress.

Among the complaints are allegations ofthe
misappropriation ofroom and board fees,
discrimination in hiring practices and the
creation ofan unhealthy living environment
by demanding a policy of diversity and
prohibiting peaceful socials.
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Paid Advertisement
I BELIEVE THE FOLLOWING:
ENGLISH IS THE MOST GENDER NEUTRAL LANGUAGE ON EARTH,
AS IT IS.
THE UNITED STATES IS THE MOST MULTICULTURAL NATION IN
THE WORLD, AS IT IS.
IT IS MORE IMPORTANT TO CULTIVATE UNITY THAN TO
CELEBRATE DIVERSITY.
- DANIEL J. ASHLEY

Sales and Marketing Opportunity
with the nation's leader in college
marketing and media services
Excellent

Financial

Rewards

local
Develop strong skills in sales by selling
classes.
of
schedule
Maine
advertising in Univ. of
strategies
Learn managementskills and marketing
Flexible
promotions.
while implementing on-campus
business
the
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career
hours. Great beginnings for a
Passage
world start with a position with American
Contact
year.
school
1992-93
Media Corp.during the
for an
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sign
to
office
your career placement
1992.
20,
April
interview to be held on

Cheeze Whizard.
Let's face it. You college folk
aren't looking for fancyshmancy atmosphere. Take
Yianni's for example. Where
else in Orono could you find a
circa-1950 pinball machine or
a circa-1979 Ms. Pac Man video
game? And if you had any
respect for your hard-earned
pennies, you'd be at Yianni's
on Thursday nights drinking
25(t drafts (no cover charge!)
as you lounge in one of our
genuine naugahyde thrones,
instead of waiting in line for
hours. Maybe if you hung out
at Yianni's more often you'd
we're
why
know
becoming Orono's
popular/
most
watering hole.

Orono's Cheesiest Place to Eat.

(
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Budget

from page 1

Academics:Rauch said generalcuts were Force reports were issued to the campus,
so
made in all the academic colleges, but specif- close to the April budget deadline.
ic cuts are to be implemented by the deans
"I think you'll find that the reaction to
and directors. According to the Task Force this budget proposal will come after
it's
report, the College of Arts & Humanities' been submitted to the chancellor ," he said.
$4,986,730 budget took a $261,237 cut; ApJohn Halstead, vice president of Student
plied Sciences and Agriculture, $212,736 Affairs, said his department will be reduced
from $2,519,377; Business Administration, by $258,839, next year.
$90,187 from $1,796,847; Education,
"I am very concerned about this cut, but I
$273,892 from $3,010,818; Engineering, fully understand the university's commit$341,518 from $5,670,709; Forest Resourc- ment to continue offering quality academic
es, $70,775 from $1,216, 357; Sciences, programs to students,it's important,"he said.
$489,702from $8,275,198;Social& BehavHalstead said budget cuts , mostly in the
ioral Sciences, from $256,807 from form of reducing positions, are planned at
$5,806,281, University College, $292,529 the Career Center, Cooperative Extension,
from $3,874,722.
the Registrar's Office and Public Safety.
Halstead said the university also wants
Student Services: To allow more E&G to begin completely funding the Wellness
funds to be used for academics and research, programs with Comprehensive
fee money
the Task Force recommends such funds previ- and self-generated revenue,rather than
with
ously used for Cutler Health Center,the Coun- E&G funds.
seling Center and Substance Abuse Services,
"It is common philosophy with other
totaling $200,000, be reallocated to academic universities that student services
are supprograms to fund more class sections.
ported by student fees,rather than by federal
According to Rauch,this $200,000E&G funds," he said.
money will be replaced to these Wellness
Halstead said he believed this funding
programs with the same amount ofCompre- change would be permanent.
hensive Fee money the university had saved
Frederick Hutchinson,UMaine president,
to build a new student center.
said he was pleased with the Budget Task
To obtain feedback on how next year's Force's approach to dealing with the budget.
budget cuts can be best implemented, the
"1 am pleased with the priorities they
Budget Task Force presented their budget have set,in placing academics first,
like they
scenario to administration, faculty, classi- said they would. I'm not saying I agree
with
fied faculty and students, in several forums what cuts they've made. I need to evaluate
last week. Reaction occurred campus-wide those,but lam pleased with their approach,
"
as follows:
he said.
Hutchinson said he "accepted" the Task
Administration
Force's recommendation to take cuts in AthDwight Rideout,dean ofStudent Servic- letics, the Experiment Station and
Cooperaes said he was concerned the Budget Task tive Extension.

JUNIORS, GET A
JUMP START ON
YOUR JOB SEARCH
"How to
Get the
Best Jobs
by
Preparing
Now"
Monday,April 13, 1992
3-4pm Damn Yankee, Memorial Union
Strategy sessions for juniors
in the College of Business Administration, by concentration,
will follow the keynote from 4-5pm.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL581-1359.
co-sponsored by the CAREER CEIVTER
and the COLLEGE OF BUSINESSADMINISTRATION

"I'm not saying that I'm happy with
Students
these cuts, but in these economic times, it is
Fifteen students were present at the stuimportant to maintain our core education, dent forum on Thursday night, the majority
none of these contribute to a student's core from the Writing Center.
education," he said.
Many of these students expressed conHutchinson said he would receive the cerns that if the Writing Center was
Task Force report on Monday or Tuesday, closed, several students across campus
would make his own recommendations on would suffer.
the proposal,then hold meeting with deans,
"Only eight percent of people whom we
directors and students to discuss these assist are from the English department. The
changes. Actual times have not been de- rest are from all other colleges on campus.If
termined.
it were not for us, more people would not be
able to pass their classes,and the enrollment
Faculty
would continue to go down," one Writing
To generate more money for the univer- Center student said.
sity, and to spare academic programs and
"I've read everything from resumes to
lay-offs as much as possible, some faculty engineering papers," said Marc Teterman,a
have recommended that retirement programs fourth-year psychology major who works at
be started earlier.
the Writing Center.
One faculty member suggested the uniJay Thibault, a first-year psychology
versity prioritize which programs and de- major said the writing and math labs were a
partments are most important, and make great help to him.
cuts accordingly.
"I'm a straight 'A' student and I use the
Roger Merchant, a member of the writing center and the math lab a lot. If it
UMaine Cooperative Extension program in weren't for these places, I wouldn't have
Dover-Foxcroft, said he was disappointed done as well as I did this year," he said.
with the 14 percent cut his area was taking.
"I think academics is the most important
-The research and scholarly work done aspect of an institution. If you spend a lot of
by the university, is that information we time window dressing, instead of offering
bring it out to people around the state. I'm quality education, tuition will go down bevery unhappy to see we're taking this kind cause good students won't want to come
of cut," he said
here," Teterman said

Y2,

The brain is atonderful thing it starts
thinking the second you get up in the morning
and continues until the second you reach school.

Residential Life
Summer Conference
Housing Positions
Applications can be picked up and returned in the Oxford and York Hall
lobbies for the following jobs:
Receptionist/Housekeeper
(full-time and part-time positions available)
• work scheduled shifts between 7am and llpm
• provide general receptionist desk services
• receive hourly wage
• full-time employees receive free room in either East or West campus
• may require light housekeeping duties
Night Security
• work "on-call" between llpm and 7am
• provide general late-night services
• provide lock-up and early morning unlock
• receive free room in either East or West campus
• may also apply to work as part-time Receptio
nist/Housekeeper

Applications due by 4:30pm, Friday, April 17

14,

A
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1
The Campus
SDorts Ticker

By Ken Rappoport
AP Hockey Writer

The University ofMainebaseball doubleheaders scheduled for this weekend
were postponed due to snow.
The Black Bears are slated to play the
University of New Hampshire in a doubleheader Monday starting at noon at Mahaney Diamond.
Another game has been added to the
UMaine schedule as a result. Coach John
Winkin and the Black Bears will host the
University of Southern Maine Wenesday
afternoon at 3:30 p.m.
In addition, the Black Bear Softball
Invitational was also cancelled due to the
inclement weather.
UMaine will now travel to Boston',
University to make those games up next
Sunday at noon.
Coach Janet Andersons' squad will
play scheduled doubleheaders at Vermont
on Friday and Hartford on Saturday before playing their third twinbill in three
days on Sunday.

NEW YORK (AP) — With the settlement of the NHL strike, the owners bought
some time. It didn't come cheaply.
When the accord was reached early Saturday morning, the NHL Players Association had come up with considerable gains.
At best,all the owners could do was avert
an immediate disaster — the loss of their
lucrative Stanley Cup playoffs.
"The short term gives us some breathing
space to find better ways to do business
together," said Bob Gutowski, president of
Madison Square Garden,the parent compafly of the New York Rangers.
In actuality, the one-year contract was
about the only battle the owners won in the
negotiating war with the players.
It's true the owners also got their wish to
expand the season by four games to 84. But
the players will share revenues from two of
those games.
Otherwise,the players made gains in the
area of pensions, playoff money and insurance. They had the draft restructured and
eased restrictions on free agency.
The players also turned aside the owners' wish for a salary cap similar to that of

Gabriela Sabatini uici-essfully defended her title in the Bausch & Lomb Cham
pionships on Sunday, beating top seed
Steffi Graf in the final of the $350,000
clay-court tournamentfor the third time in
four years.
The 6-2, 1-6,6-3 victory was thilseventh for Sabatini in the last eight meetings
lbetween the world's second- and third! ranked women and gave her a tour-lead!
ing four tournament titles this season.

Couples wins The Masters
It isn'tjust a hot streak; Freddie is for
real.
Fred Couples.he ofthe easy swing and
the easy-going,California laid-back manner, confirmed his stature as golf's leading practitioner with a two-stroke victory
Sunday in the Masters.
He did it on the strength ofa closing 2under-par 70 — and about two blades of
grass.
Those were the sprigs on a steep bank4
a few inches above the surface of Raet
Creek,that kept his ball from backing into
the water on the 12th hole.
A brilliantly lofted little chip enabled
uples to save par — and his lead —
m that precarious position and sent him
• the last six holes at Augusta National
th a 2-shot advantage.
Couples brought it home in style,
•contrast tothe patting*Wensthat
barasaed him over thefinal dine hole*
at Shoak
the 1990 PGA
k.

chamPiodship

•Softball Invitational cancelled
•Sides agree NHL strike over, games resumed Sunday

•National Hockey League

UMaine baseball, softball
cancelled

Sabatini downs Graf

•Black Bears to meet Wildcats Monday

the NBA. The owners, faced with a 56
percent salary increase over the last two
seasons, had hoped to keep that figure under
15 percent next year.
All the preceding were big victories for
the union,considering the recessionary times.
The biggest one of all, though, had to do
with perception as much as it did economics.
It was the issue of licensing,
Translation: hockey cards.
Those cardboard-thin pieces of memorabilia were a thick wall for a long time
between the owners and players. And the
tearing down of that wall probably was the
main reason the strike was settled after 10
tumultuous days.
"The licensing issue was the most responsible for good will," said Bob Goodenow,executive director of the NHLPA.
At the end, that is. During the negotiations, it was more responsible for ill will,
While the sides sparred back and forth
on the other issues, neither would budge in
the sensitive area of licensing.
For some 20 years, the NHLPA made
money from the revenue generated by hockey cards. It had become big business, bringing in about $11 million a year to help run
the union.
The owners had their own trading card

business, to a lesser extent Now with the
hockey card market booming, they wanted
some of the players' action, too.
The owners claimed that when the players signed their standard NHL contract, it
gave their teams the exclusive right to market them in any way they saw fit. This, of
course, included the right to use their faces
on hockey cards.
The players didn't agree. In essence,
they told the owners: The uniforms may
belong to you, but my face belongs to me.
No problem, the owners said. Let's get
into a partnership on this and expand the
market. No partnership, the players said.
We want to keep things exactly as they were
under the old "gentlemen's agreement"
In the end, the owners caved in on the
issue, their resolve tumbling.
The owners recognized that the players
owned exclusive rights to their individual
personality, including their likeness. That
language was written into the contract agreement over the weekend.
They also agreed to esblish a new
salary arbitration procedure with a panel
of eight arbitrators to be agreed on by the
two sides. Until now, all salary disputes
have been decided by league-appointed
arbitrators.

The star-studded Maine Campus softball team downed a pesky WMEB radio
squad Friday afternoon at Lengyel Field,76 in nine innings.
Trailing 4-0 after two innings, The Campuscame back with four runs oftheir own in
the fourth behind an inside-the-park home
run and some timely defensive miscues by
the `MEB team.
"I thought to myself there is no way we
can lose to WMEB," Maine Campus assistant editor Melissa Adams said of the rally.
Campus pitcher Colleen Ryan held the
fort through the next four innings as defensive gems from third baseman Mike
McLaughlin and a pair ofdouble plays aided
the cause.
"It was an absolutely stunning play by
Mike at third," Adams said. "It was Wade
Boggs-esque."
Meanwhile at the bat, the print media
scratched for three-runs in the seventh inning to go up 7-4.The key hit in the rally was
a triple which plated first-sacker Chad Finn
who had doubled to lead off the inning.
A pair of runs in the bottom of the ninth
by the Wizards' of the Airwaves went for
not as second baseman Christine Bigney
gloved the final pop-up for the 1-0 Campus
squad.
Murtagh Hunt took the loss on the mound The Maine Campus'Christine Bigney makes contact in Fridays media softball
for WMEB (0-1). Ryan gained the win de- game between The Campus and WMEB radio.(Boyd photo.)
spite being rattled by a shot back through the
box which deflected offa highly fleshy area. (The Campus')collective asses into the dirt." spected radio friends.
The Campus now leads the all-time seSo much for the grinding, eh?
"It hurt for a little bit," Ryan said."But
A multi-billion dollar rematch is cur- ries with WMEB 1-0. A year ago the paper
don't really need that area much anyway."
The game came as a result of a challenge rently in the works as, all that is needed for people defeated Student Government 4-3 in
issued by the WEB crew who, in a letter the event to take place is a phone call to The a rain-shortened seven-inning affair.
Brent, you are next pal.
dated March 20, stated the "need to grind Campus from their worthy and most re-
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•Major League Baseball

Young hurls gem,Clemens fans 12;Jays unb
American League Round-up

Indians 2, Red Sox 1

Blue Jays 3, Orioles 1

eaten

Angels 13, Brewers 9

va's three-run homer in the seventh
inning
Sunday powered the Chicago Cubs to a
TORONTO(AP)— David Wells pitched
4-2
ANAHEIM.Calif.(AP)— Rene Gonza- victo
CLEVELAND (AP) — Boston's Matt four-hit
ry over the St. Louis Cardinals in frigi
ball over seven innings as the unded
les hit a three-run homer and a double in his Wrig
Young pitched eight no-hit innings but lost feat
ley Field.
ed Toronto Blue Jays won their sixth
Cali
fornia debut as the Angels outlasted the
the game— and official creditfor a no-hitter strai
It was 35 degrees and a 20-mile
ght game Sunday, 3-1 over the Baltiwind
Milwaukee Brewers 13-9 Sunday.
— as Cleveland took advantage of seve
blowing in from center field lowered
n more Orioles.
the
Mark Langston(1-1),a 19-game winner chill
walks Sunday for a 2-1 victory in the
factor to 15 degrees under a brigh
first
Wells(1-0)allowed one run, struck out
t,
last
year, reeled through five innings, hurt sunn
game of a doubleheader.
y sky.
two, walked two and hit a team-record
three
by
the Angels' 13th and 14th errors of the
A committee headed by the commis- batters.
The Cardinals had taken a 2-1,1ead again
st
season.
sioner changed the rules on qualificat
Greg Maddux(2-0) with Todd Vile havi
ions
Loser Jose Mesa (0-1) pitched 5 1/3
ng
Alvi
n Davis had a two-run double and driven hom
for a no-hitter last season,requiring a pitch
e pitcher Omar Olivares each
- innings, allowing two runs on seven hits
Junior Felix added a solo homer to the
er to go at least nine innings.
time.
with four strikeouts and a walk.
Angels' 14-hit attack.
Cleveland scored single runs in the first
But Olivares(1-1)\i/alked Sammy
Mariners 2, Royals 1
Sosa
Gonzales took the roster spot of short- to open
and third innings.
the seventh and Dwight Smith sinstop Dick Schofield, dealt to the New York
Kenny Lofton led off the first inning
gled. Villanueva's first home run foug
SEATTLE(AP)— Erik Hanson gave up
ht the
Mets on Sunday, and was in the starting stro
with a walk, stole second and third,
one
ng wind and barely made it over the
run in eight-plus innings as the Seattle
and
left
lineup at third base.
scored when shortstop Luis Rivera thre
field basket.
w Mariners completed a three-game sweep by
National League Round-up
wildly to first on Carlos Baer
Heathcliff Slocumb pitched 1 2/3
ga's beating the winless Kansas City Royals 2-I
ingrounder.
Expos 8, Mets 2
nings for his first save.
Sunday.
Young then walked Mark Lewis and
The Royals' 0-6 start is the worst in
NEW YORK (AP) — Ivan Calderon Reds 5, Astros 4
Lofton starting the third inning, and
Lewis club's 24-year history.
homered and drove in four runs Sunday as
took third on Glenallen Hill's forc.eout
HOUSTON(AP)— PitcherTom Brow
Hanson (1-1) followed up teammate
and
nthe Montreal Expos banged around Bret
scored on Baerga's grounder to short.
ing capped a four-run rally in the fifth inni
Randy Johnson's 1-0,four-hit shutout of
ng
the
Saberhagen and beat up New York 8-2.
Charles Nagy (1-1) limited Boston to Royals on
with a sacrifice fly and Bill Doran
Saturday night with another strong
drov
e
in
Saberhagen (0-2) was pounded by St.
one run. Brad Arnsberg pitched one
three runs as the Cincinnati Reds beat
in- performance.
the
Louis in his Mets' debut, giving up seven
ning and Derk Lilliquist pitch ninth for
Houston Astros 5-4 Sunday.
Hanson struck out four and walked three
runs on nine hits and three walks in 2 1-3
the save
in besting Mike Boddicker (0-1), who
Browning (2-0) wound up the winn
lost innings.
er.
Red Sox 3, Indians 0.
Norm Charlton worked the ninth for
his season's debut. Boddicker gave up
six
his
Chris Haney (1-0) won his first start of
hits — five in the first two innings — in
third save.
7
1/
the
season. He gave up four hits in five
Roger Clemens returned from an injured 3 inni
Jeff Bagwell led off the Astros' ninth
ngs.
innings and left with a 7-2 lead.
thumb and pitched brilliantly, shutting the
with
a home run against Charlton, but the
Calderon's first homer of the season, a
Indians out 3-0 in the second game of Sun- White Sox 6, Athletics 4
next three batters made outs.
two-run shot in the first inning, put
day'kdoubleheader.
the
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — Jack McPete Harnisch(0-2)lost a 3-0 lead in the
Expo
s ahead.
Clemens(1-1)fanned 12 en route to his Dowell
weathered a three-homer barrage,
The Reds loaded the bases with none
Montreal scored five times in the fifth
first victory on the season while Scott Scud
, out
- including two more by Mark McGwire,and
singles by Glenn Braggs and Paul
finishing Saberhagen.
der (0-1), starting for the first time in
O'Neill and a walk to Reggie Sanders,
a the Chicago White Sox beat Oakland 6-4
and
Cleveland uniform took the loss.
Sunday,handing the Athletics their first loss Pirates 6, Phillies 1
Bill Doran hit a two-run double against
his
Yankees 5, Tigers 1
of the year.
former club.
PHILADELPHIA(AP)— Barry Bonds
McGwire connected for the fourth
Braves 6, Giants 2
hit his fourth home run of the season
DETROIT(AP)— The New York Yan- strai
and
ght game, giving him five home runs
Zane Smith pitched a five-hitter, leading
kees remained unbeaten as Mel Hall
the
had this season, and Jose Canseco also homered
ATLANTA(AP)— Tom Glavine came
Pittsburgh Pirates pastthe Philadelphia
two hits and drove in three runs to help for the
Phil- within two outs of his second strai
A's. Oakland had won its first five
ght shutlies 6-1 Sunday.
beat the winless Detroit Tigers 5-1 Sungames, its best start since going 11-0
out,pitching the Atlanta Braves past the
in
San
Bonds homered for the third strai
day.
ght Francisco Giants 6-2 on Sunday.
1981.
game,a three-run shot in the sixth inni
The Yankees are 5-0, their best start
ng off
McDowell (2-0) gave up four runs on
Glavine(2-0)took a six-hitter and a 6-0
Terry Mulholland (0-2).
since 1988, while the Tigers' 0-6 is their
eight hits in eight innings.
lead into the ninth inning.But Robby Thom
pThe only run allowed by Smith(2-0)was
worst since 1959.
Scott Radinsky got the first two outs in
son and Kin Manwaring singled
with
one
Ruben Amaro's third home run of theA
Scott Sanderson (2-0) pitched 6 2-3 in- the ninth
ea- out,and a run scored when first
and Bobby Thigpen finished for
baseman Sid
son in the third inning.
nings for the win. Scott Aldred (0-1)
took his second save.
Bream made a wild throw to second.
the sixth straight lossfor Tiger starting pitch
Gene Nelson (0-1) took the loss for the Cubs 4, Cardinals 2
Marvin Freeeman relieved and gave up
a
ers.
Athletics.
CHICAGO (AP) — Hector Villanue
See BASEBALL on page 24

Green Cheeze.

AllenGinsburg

"Poetry Reading"(from his own
works)
Thursday, April 16, 8pm, 101 Nevi
lle Hall
Free to students and campus
community.
"Tribute to Louis Ginsberg"
Friday, April 17, 8pm, 101 Nevi
lle Hall
Donations accepted.

.5
Extra cheese is only 754t at Yianni's. As
for
extra cbeeze, well, we'll let you negotiat
e
with the manager for that. Our point is
that you can take yourselfto Yianni's and
leave without feeling like you've been
taken to the(polyester suit)cleaners.Just
envision yourself ending a week sipping
one of our cheap and famous $2.80 Long
Island iced teas 'neath our psychedelic
disco glitter ball. Now stop envisioning,
get in your Gremlin,come to Yianni's,eat
cheese, and keep your green.

SENIOR FORMAL
May 1st Black Bear Inn
$10 per person/ $15 per coup
le
9am - lprn buses will be prov
ided.
Tickets go on sale in the Unio
n, April 23.

MUST PRESENT TICKETS

AT DOOR
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Major League Baseball Standings

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pet
GB
Toronto
6
0 1.000
New York
5
0 1.000
1/2
Boston
2
3
.400 31/2
Baltimore
2
4
.333
4
Cleveland
2
4
.333
4
Milwaukee
2
4
.333
4
Detroit
0
6
.000
6
West Division
W
L
Pct.
GB
Oakland
5
1
.833
Texas
5
1
.833
Chicago
4
2
.667
1
Minnesota
3
2
.600 11/2
Seattle
3
4
.429 2 1/2
California
2
4
.333
3
Kansas City
0
6
.000
5
Sunday's Gaines
Late Game Not Included
Cleveland 2, Boston 1, 1st game
Boston 3, Cleveland 0, 2nd game
Toronto 3, Baltimore 1
New York 5, Detroit 1
California 13, Milwaukee 9
Chicago 6. Oakland 4
Seattle 2, Kansas City 1
Texas at Minnesota,(n)
Indians, 2-1
Game One
Boston ab r h hi Cleveland ab
Boggs, lb 5 0 2 0 Lofton. cf 1
Reed, 21) 5 0 1 0 Hill, dh
4
GrriwIl, If 5 0 0 0 Baerga. 2b 4
Burks, cf 3 1 2 0 Belle, If
4
Plantier, rf 4 0 0 0 Whiten. rf 3
Clark, dh 3 0 0 0 Sorrento, lb 3
Vaghn, lb 2 0 1 0 Jacoby, 3b 3
Rivera, ss 4 0 2 1 Ortiz, c
2
Flaherty, c 3 0 1 0 Lewis, ss
1
Brnsky, ph0 0 0 0
Totab 3419 1 Totals
25
Boston. f000 1 00 0 0 0
Cleveland 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 X

r
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

h
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

hi
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

2 0 2
1 9 1
200

E-Rivera. DP-Cleveland 2. LOB-Boston 14,
Cleveland 6. 2B-Flaherty. SR-Lofton 4(5). Hill
(1),Ortiz(1),Burks(1).CS-Whiten(1 ),Burks(1).
Boston
Young(L 0-1)
Cleveland
Nagy(W 1-1)
Arnsberg
Lilliquist(SV:1)

lp
8

h
0

r er bb
2 2 7

7 8 1 1
1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0

k
5

4 10
1 1
I 0

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct.
GB
Montreal
4
2
.667
Pittsburgh
4
2
.667
Chicago
3
3
.500
1
Philadelphia
3
3
.500
1
St. Louis
3
4
.429 11/2
New York
2
5
.286 21/2
West Division
W
L
Pct.
GB
San Diego
5
2
.714
Atlanta
4
2
.667
1/2
San Francisco
3
3
.500 1 1/2
Cincinnati
3
4
.429
2
Houston
2
4
.333 2 1/2
Los Angeles
2
4
.333 2 1/2
Sunday's Games
Pittsburgh 6. Philadelphia I
Montreal 8, New York 2
Chicago 4, St. Louis 2
Atlanta 6, San Francisco 2
Cincinnati 5, Houston 4
San Diego 5, Los Angeles 4

NHL
National Hockey League
WALES CONFERENCE
Patrick Division W L T
y-NY Rangers 49 24 5
x-Washington 44 26 7
x-Pittsburgh
38 30 9
x-New Jersey
37 29 I 1
NY Islanders
32 35 10
Philadelphia
31 35 II
Adams Division
y-Montreal
41 27 10
x-Boston
35 32 10
x-Buffalo
30 35 12
x-Hartford
24 40 13
Quebec
18 48 11
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norris Division W
L T
y-Detroit
41 25 12
x-Chicago
36' 27 15
x-St. Louis
34 33 10
Minnesota
32 40 5.
Toronto
29 41
7
Smythe Division
y-Vancouver
41 25 11
x-Los Angeles 34 30 14
x-Edmonton
35 33 10
Winnipeg
30 32 15
Calgary
30 .36 I I
San Jose
17 55
5
x-clinched playoff berth.
y-won division title.
Not including Sunday's Games

Pts
103
95
85
85
74
73

OF GA
312 241
324 267
337 295
281 247
277 2%
241 263

92
80
72
61
47

262
259
280
236
243

Pts
94
87
78
69
65

OF GA
311 251
253 229
268 259
238 265
226 280

93
82
80
75
71
39

277
279
287
236
285
209

200
267
287
272
311

238
292
287
236
294
344

NBA
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
Pct.
x-New York
49 30 .620
x-Boston
48 31 .608
New Jersey
37 41 .474
Miami
37 42 .468
Philadelphia
33 45 .423
Washington
24 55 .304
Orlando
20 58 .256
Central Division
z-Chicago
64 14 .821
x-Cleveland
54 24 .692
x-Detroit
47 32 .595
Indiana
38 41 .481
Atlanta
37 41 .474
Milwaukee
31 48 .392
Charlotte
30 48 .385
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
y-Utah
51 27
x-San Antonio
45 33
Houston
41 37
Denver
23 55
Dallas
20 58
Minnesota
14 63
Pacific Division
z-Portland
•
56 23
x-Golden State
52 26
x-Phoenix
50 29
x-Seattle
45 33
LA Clippers
44 34
LA Lalcers
40 37
Sacramento
27 52

Transactions
GB
1
111/2
12
15 1/2
25
28 1/2
10
17 1/2
26 1/2
27
33 1/2
34

Pct.
GB
.654
.577
6
.526
10
.295
28
.256
31
.182 36 1/2
.709
.667 3 1/2
.633
6
.577 10 1/2
.564 111/2
.519
15
.342
29

x-clinched playoff berth.
y-clinched division title.
z-clinched conference title.
Sunday's Games
Late Game Not Included
Detroit 72, New York 61
Milwaukee 94, Philadelphia 90
Cleveland 114, Washington 91
Portland 123, San Antonio 97
Boston 128, Charlotte 102
Minnesota atpeattle,(n)

Baseball
American League
CALIFORNIA ANGELS-Traded Dick
Schofield, shortstop, to the New York Mets for
Julio Valera, pitcher, and a player to be named
later. Placed Chuck Finley and Scott Bailes,
pitchers, on the 15-day disabled list. Purchased
the contracts of Steve Frey, pitcher, and Rene
Gonzales,infielder,from Edmonton ofthe Pacific Coast League.
National League
PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES-Placed Dale Sveum,infielder,on the 15-day disabled list,retroacLillie to April 8. Purchased the contract of Jeff
Grotewald, catcher-first baseman, from Scranton Wilkes-Barre of the International League.
SAN DIEGO PADRES-Activated Larry
Andersen, pitcher,from the I5-day disabled list.
Optioned Terry Bross, pitcher, to Las Vegas of
the Pacific Coast League.
Hockey
National Hockey League
NEW JERSEY DEVILS-Recalled Martin Brodeur, goaltender, from Utica of the American
Hockey League.
ST.LOUIS BLUES-Recalled Guy Hebert,goalie, from Peoria of the International Hockey
League.

Golf
HATTIESBURG,Miss.(AP)-Scores and prize
money Sunday after the final round of the
$300,000 Deposit Guaranty Golf Classic, played
on the 6,280-yard, par-70 Hattiesburg Country
Club course:
Richard Zokol, $54,000 67-67-66-67-267
Bob Eastwood,$19,800
67-65-69-67-268
Greg Twiggs, S19,800
65-69-65-69-268
Mike Donald, $19,8(X)
68-62-67-71-268
Mike Nicolette, $19,800
71-64-64-69-268
Jack Renner, $9,713
68-69-69-63-269
Mike Tschetter, $9,713
70-64-71-64-269
Marco Dawson,$9,713
67-68-70-64-269
Frank Conner, $9,7136
9-66-66-68 -269
Robert Thompson,$7,500 69-69-67-65-270
Bob Wolcott, $7,500
69-68-66-67-270
Michael Cunning,$7,500 66-70-66-68-270

Dr. Noam Avram

Chomsky
Dr. Chomsky, esteemed professor

ofModern Languages and Linguistics,
will be receiving the Honorary Doctor
ofHumane Letters Degree, and presenting

Force and Opinion:
the New World Order
at Home and Abroad
April 15, 1992, 4PM

Small pepperoni pizza $2.99 plus tax
Large cheese pizzas $5.99 plus tax
Large ham italian $1.99 plus tax
with any coupon offer
• Prices subject to change without notice
• Free delivery on campus
• Not to be combined

wE
DELIVE R

Maine Centerfor the Arts

Presented by the University ofMaine
and The Distinguished LectureSeries
ofthe Cultural Affairs Committee
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sacrifice fly to Mark Leonard before ending runs,
including the game-winner with a twothe game.
out single in the ninth inning as the San
Glavine did not walk a batter and struck Diego
Padres bounced back to beat the Los
out six.
Angeles Dodgers 5-4 for their third straight
The Braves went ahead 1-0 in the first victor
y.
against Kelly Downs(0-2)when Deion SandThe Dodgers,held to two singles in eight
ers led off with a single, advanced on a innin
gs by Greg Harris, rallied for four runs
groundout and scored.
in the top of the ninth to tie it. Juan Samuel's
In the seventh. Sanders doubled and two-o
ut, two-run single off Randy Myers
scored on a single. Jeff Brantley relieved (
I -0) made it 4-all.
and Ron Gant hit his second home run of the
But Sheffield won it in the bottom of the
season.
ninth.
Padres 5, Dodgers 4
Kurt Stillwell led off with an infield
single against Roger McDowell (0-2) and
SAN DIEGO (AP)- Gary Sheffield move
d up on a sacrifice by pinch-hitter
homered and drove in a career-high five
Thomas Howard.

•Boxing

Foreman continues comeback
By Tim Dahlberg

AP Sports Writer
LAS VEGAS(AP)-George Foreman
may box on, but the next fighter he picks on
most likely will be his own age.
After having his face mashed into odd
shapes Saturday night by a much younger
Alex Stewart, Foreman put aside any talk of
a rematch with Evander Holyfield or a fight
against rising contender Riddick Bowe.
Instead, Foreman set his sights on fellow
fortysomething fighter Larry Holmes, who
fights Holyfield for the heavyweight title on
June 19.

Maine Campus classifieds
stufffor sale
Rock N Roll Records for sale $2.00 to $3.00 for
single albums $4.00 for double albums. Excellent Condition-Please Call Royce Apt at 8272144. I will give group and album titles available over the phone.
Rock N Roll8 Tracks for sale $.75 each. Please
call Royce Apt. at 827-2144. I will give 8 Track
titles available over the phone.
One-way plane ticket Bangor to Seattl
e.
$250, May 13. Call 827-8993, ask for Leesa.
2 Freestanding Lofts $100 or B.O. Call 5817311 if interested
Yamaha 138200 electric bass w/case. $300. Aria
Pro II electric bass w/ case 1200. Peavey Combo
300 bass amp. 1300. Korg AS digital bass effects
processor, fully programmable, flanger/chorus,
delay/reverb, EQ dyna-exciter compressor. Still
in box! $300. Call 866-3034.
87 Toyota Tercel 2 DR Hatch good condit
ion,
new tires, 84K miles 1 owner, 12400 or BO call
581-6927
Free Standing Loft - Fold-up solid $50.00 call
Tom x8030

fundraising
FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM Fraternities,
sororities, student clubs. Earn up to $1000 in
one week. Plus receive a $1000 bonus yourself.
And a FREE WATCH just for calling 1-800-9320528 Ext. 65.
Looking for your very own cash cow? Sell Tshirts: Its easy, fun, and profitable! Call 9420236.

help wanted
SUMMER JOBS WITH UPWARD BOUND
El
UPWARD BOUND REGIONAL MATH-SCIENCE CENTER Work with high school students
on the UMaine campus. We need English,
History, Science, Math, Computer Science
teachers, a Nurse, Residential Life Counselors
and others.Summer work-study especially helpful. Excellent professional experience. Room
and board available for some positions. Details/
application: Upward Bound Ea U8 Regional
Math-Science Center; 316 Chadbourne Hall;
UMaine; 581-2522.

41-

THERE'S A JOB FOR YOU IN A SUMMER
CAMP The American Camping Association(NY)
will make your application avail, to over 300
camps in the Northeast. Exciting opportunities
for college students and professionals. Positions avail: all land and water sports, kitchen,
maintenance, art and crafts, drama, music,
dance, nature, tripping, RN's, M.D.'s., athletic, waterfront, and boating directors. Benefits
may include college credit, travel expenses.
Experience or certification not necessarily required. CALL OR WRITE FOR APPLICATION.
AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION,12 West
31st Street, New York, NY 10001, 1 -800-777CAMP
Seasonal help needed at Rosalie's Pizza, Bar
Harbor. PIZZd cooks, prep cook, counter help.
Some housing available. Preference to those
who can stay until October. Call 942-6511.
After 4/17 call 862-2012.

help wanted
STOP!!! Need a Job Now and for Summer?
Earn $3 per envelope mailing our Sales Circulars! Start Immediately! Send a Long S.A.S.
Envelope: CMP Distributing Dept. C-100, P.O.
Box 1068, Forked River, NJ 08731
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fisheries.
Earn $5,000+/month.Free transportation! Room
Et Board! Over 8,000 openings. No experience
necessary. Male or Female. For employment
program call 1-206-545-4155 ext. 1607
Acadia Bike Et Canoe and Coastal Kayaki
ng
Tours, of Bar Harbor, Maine seeks qualified
men and women to work in the rental, tour and
retail operation. We are located in the heart
of
Acadia National Park on beautiful Mount Desert
Island. Positions include: Customer service
staff,
Bicycle mechanics, Retail sales staff, Office staff,
Sea Kayak Guides (Maine Guides License Required), tour leaders, Shuttle Drivers (CDL
license Required). On campus interviews scheduled for Thurs. April 23. Go to Career Center,
Chadbourne to sign up for an interview.
Sea Kayak Guides. Coastal Kayaking Tours Inc.
of Bar Harbor seeks qualified men and women
to lead guided sea kayak tours in the Acadia
National Park area. You will guide half-day,
and
multi-day sea kayaking trips. Applicants should
possess good outdoor leadership skills, be sound
paddlers, and enjoy working with people. A
Maine Guides License(recreational)is required.
Recreational Guide license course is availab
le
through us. Full time and part time positio
ns
available. Plenty of work, good pay, and bonus
program. On campus interviews scheduled for
Thurs. April 23. Go to Career Center, Chadbourne to sign up for an interview.
Administrative Assistant Acadia Bike Et Canoe
and Coastal Kayakng Tours, of Bar Harbor,
Maine has an opening for a full-time season
al
office assistant. Applicant must have excellent
human relation and telephone skills, have general knowledge of double entry accounting and
be willing to work in a variety of areas within the
operation. On campus interviews scheduled for
Thurs, April 23. Go to Career Center, Chadbourne to sign up for an interview.

apartments
Orono Summer Sublet-Hubbard Farms.
Washer, dryer, dishwasher. $193.75 each mo.
Call 866-3166 for more info.
ORONO.WASHBURN PLACE. S660/mo. Luxury 2 BR Townhome w/ basement. AVAILABLE
NOW. W/D Hookup. Incl. Heat, water, sewer.
No Pets. Sec. Dep. 1 yr. lease. Close to campus.
Call 945-6955 or 945-5260.
NOW RENTING FOR JUNE OCCUPANCY 5BR
2 bath townhouses $800/mo. Heated located
at 83 Spring St. Stillwater Apply now. P.I.
REALTY 942-4815.
Country-Living Townhouse Apts NEW 2
bdrm 1 1/2 bath, on site Indry. Heat, water,
sewer.9 miles from UMO, Bradley Sec. Dep,
1 yr Ise $575/mo 866-7798
Room In private home a 2 min. walk to
UMaine. A quiet place to study. References
required. Tel. 866-2816.
Must Summer Sublease Apt 4Bdrm Just 3 min
walk to campus $800/mo + elec 56 Park St
Please Call Deb 866-4811

"I'll fight for the title if Holmes wins:'
Foreman said. "I'm going to see what happens with the title and I'll be back."
Foreman may have won the fight but he
lost the battle against Stewart, finishing the
10-round bout with both eyes nearly swollen shut, his jaw puffed out like a balloon
and blood gushing from his nose and mouth.
At the age of 43, he was suddenly exposed by a man 16 years younger as an aging
fighter. Though still powerful,Foreman was
unable to match Stewart's quickness late in
the fight and paid the price.
"Ask me how I feel and you're going to
get it," said Foreman

Slop by the basement ofLord Hall

for your classified ad.

apartments
Wanted: Four Graduate Women seek a sublet,
rent, or will house-sit, a house or large apartment from May to Labor Day. Please call 5818785.
Wanted to Rent: 4 BR house 12 mo. lease or
longer from early summer. Profession family.
Call 866-3644.
Summer Sublet - Spacious 4RM APT in Old
Town $400/mo includes everything Call 8270584.
TALMAR WOOD,ORONO Tired of repairs not
being completed promptly? Try Talmar Wood!!
Our maintenance staff responds in 24 HOURS
.
Now accepting applications for immediate and
future openings. Rents begin at $365, utilities
included. 30day lease. We are walking distance
to UM,in the bus route,close to shopping, with
a laundry facility on site. Can't beat it!! Call 8664300 to apply. EHO

lost •Sr found
LOST: French-hook silver laced ovalish
earring
with bluish-green stone. Please call
942-7775.
LOST: From "Blueberry house" 18" blue
Specialized Hard Rock Mt. Bike. Reward. Call
5818496 "SAM"
LOST: Alpine 7903 Cassette Deck lost Fn.
April
3 by MCA. $100 REWARD for return no
questions asked. Call Chris 866-7225.
LOST: North Face jacket, blue, red, and green
w/sunglasses in pocket. Lost at Geddy's
Sat. 3/
28. $50 reward. If found, call Ben at 827-49
76.
LOST: Long haired brown tabby cat.
White
chin and paws. Collar. Very friendly in
Old
Town area. Call evenings 827-0242, Nell
LOST: A pair of silver framed glasses on April
1
Call Steve at x3180
LOST: One set of Ford keys on black snap key
ring w/copper wire pieces on Fri March
27
between Little and Union Please call 827-6709
Andrew

Orono Apts showing + leasing apts for next
Fall. Eff to 4 bed. Aptsfrom $200/mo Heat + hot
water incl. Call 827-7231.
Available now or for fall semester Park
Place
apartments 2BR, 2 bath units now under
new
management. Make an appointment to see the
difference. 990-5817 or 862-2061 after 5.
Orono 1 DR furnished modern apt, Professional setting, walk to UM,monthly,summer
or
annual lease. $450 a month plus utilities. 9455810

FOUND: IBM 3.5" computer disk near York
Hall. Lotus and Data,call Hans at6828 to claim.

Orono Apts, renting 1,2Et 3 Brms in Old Town.
Heat and hot water included. Available
lure 1.
Call 866-7231

FOUND:French-hook silver round earring with
small blue bead near Shibles Hall, 4/8 call
1273
or stop by The Maine Campus office

Summer Sublet 4 bedroom apt in Orono, near
campus fro rent June-Aug, $170/person.
Utilities run aprox. $20/mo. Call now 866-7800

misc.

Nice Clean, big 2 BR in Old Town.
385/mo
+utilities oil heat and hot wtr. Call Eves.
8662386
Orono-Summer Sublease 1164 plus
util. Call
581-8030 ask for Tom.
Heated 1 Es 2 bedroom apts within walkin
g
distance to the university. Tel. 866-2
816 or
866-7888.
BANGOR PINEWOOD.1550/mo. Luxury
2 BR
Townhome. 1 1/2 baths. Washer/dryer
. Storage. Heat, water, sewer Incl. Sec. Dep.
No Pets.
1 yr. lease. Call 945-6955 or 945-5
260

LOST: Gold diamond cut ring between Bennett Parking Lot + Barrows Hall on 4/10. Call
989-3458 Reward if returned.
FOUND: A Kryptonite bike lock found behind
York Village. If your key fits it, it's yours. Stop
by
the Memorial information booth or call x1740.

Coming April 14, 1992 to the North Bangor
Lounge...The Second Annual Business Bowl
7:00 p.m. Don't miss it. ALL MAJOR
S WELCOME!
We are looking for Student Bands to play
in
Battle of the Bands on Tues. April 21st
Cash
Prizes and a date at Geddy's. Call Julie at 581 ADOPTION: Abundant love awaits a newborn
into our joyous Ea comfortable lives.
We are
happily married 12 year an dream of sharing
all
we are with a child in our coastal Maine
home
Call collect. Chris Et Cathy 244-5122.

travel
SUMMER IN EUROPE FROM $216
each way
on discounted scheduled airlines
to Europe
from BOSTON. Call (800)325-202
6.
Heading for EUROPE this summer?
let there
anytime for only $169 with AIRHITCH!
(Reported in Let's Go! Et NY Times.)Also, low
roundtrip
fares to West coast. AIRHITCH
212-864-2000.

services
Seamstress. Over 20 yrs. experi
ence, replace
zippers, hemming,etc, Will pkk
up + deliver.
Call Jeanne 827-5115.
ANXIOUS? UNINTENDED
PREGNANCY! Free
pregnancy test. 866-5579.

3lines,
3days,
3 bucks.
Only at
The Ahtitie
Campus.

